
You have more on your to-do list than ever … and 
probably have less to do it with. Des-Case products 
get it done – without a big investment.

Our breathers and fluid handling products will help you 
stretch your budget, lengthen the life of your oil, and 
protect your equipment.

Want to see for yourself?  To get started with a free
breather, visit www.descase.com/done.

(615) 672-8800

done@descase.com

www.descase.com

What you need to get 
reliability done.
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The Best in Independent Solutions for SAP-Plant Maintenance

More independent SAP Plant Maintenance Resources online at www.sapcenter.com
SAP and other SAP products and services mentioned herein, as well as, their respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP AG in Germany and in

several other countries all over the world. All other trademarks are property of their respective owners. SAPCenter.com is in no way connected to nor endorsed by SAP AG.

www.desmaint.com
604-984-3674

• Operator Inspection 
• Predictive Maintenance 

• Reliability Software

www.pmoptimisation.com.au
+61 3 93150330

• Reliability Improvement 
Software That Interfaces Via 

Netweaver

www.sapscheduling.com
1-866-515-3874

• Practical Daily Scheduling in 
SAP Plant Maintenance

www.ivara.com
1-877-746-3787

• Asset Performance 
Management Solutions 

for SAP EAM

www.viziya.com
1-905-544-4144

• Empowering ERP Asset
Management Solutions®

www.mrgsolutions.com
203-264-0500

• Enhances EAM
Implementations

www.pcaconsulting.com
770-717-2737

• Developing Reliability Solutions 
to Improve People, Processes & 

Technology

www.isograph.com
604-984-3674

• Operator Inspection 
• Predictive Maintenance 

• Reliability Software

www.strategicorp.com
North America: 508-359-1966
Australasia: +61 3 9455 2211

• Providers of Expert Reliability 
Methodogies, RCM Turbo and SOS 

(Spares Optimization System)

www.samicorp.com
1-860-675-0439

• A Knowledge Transfer Company 
for Industrial Organizations
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In March of 2009, Allied Reliability and 
General Physics created GPAllied to 
bring together the unique capabilities 
and synergistic strengths of two thought 
leaders. This combination allows for global 
consulting, training and engineering 
implementation never before realized by 
the industry. This opportunity to increase 
our collective service offerings to the 
marketplace makes it possible for us to 

increase the value of our public training 
offerings in Reliability Engineering and 
Asset Health Assurance.

Our hard-hitting, impactful training 
addresses the speci c needs of your 
employees, delivers value for your training 

dollars, and produces bottom-line results.

Call 888-335-8276 to register!  
Group Rates Available 

For more information about training, 
please email us at training@gpallied.com

 August 24-26, 2009   
Asset Health Assurance Electrical
Chicago, IL | $1495/per person

 September 19-21, 2009   
RCM Blitz™
Tampa, FL | $1495/per person

 September 21-23, 2009   
Asset Health Assurance Overview
Salt Lake City, UT | $1495/per person

 November 16-18, 2009   
Asset Health Assurance Stationary
Philadelphia, PA | $1495/per person
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Why PdM Programs Fail:  Personnel  
In this article from a continuing series, read 
about some pitfalls to avoid concerning 
PdM programs and the personnel chosen to 
staff those programs.

Now More Than Ever: Action Steps Needed
Read about mean time between failure in 
pumps and why your number may not be 
as high as it could be.  You’ll learn pertinent 
questions to ask and some intelligent action 
steps to move MTBF in the right direction.  
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In the best of times, success is a moving target.  In economic times like these, it 
can seem more like a mirage.  However, even though the definition of success is 
in constant flux, there are some constants on any journey to success.

This issue’s feature article by Jeff Smith takes a look at what it takes to 
successfully implement any initiative that requires changing the culture of an 
organization.  Here’s a hint, numbers are nice, but don’t get so caught up in 
them that you miss the human elements, which are the real key to achieving 
your ultimate goal.

In tough economic times, making the right decisions is even more crucial than 
when times are good.  The best way to insure that good decisions are made is 
to have a well trained work force.  Even though many companies have slashed 
training budgets, there are still tools available that allow professionals in the 
maintenance and reliability community to continue learning and improving.  
Here are a couple that are worth your while to check out:

The Reliability Roadmap Series of Web Workshops  – There are several multi-
part, educational workshops available for free.  These workshops are led by 
some heavy hitters in the industry and cover topics like Root Cause Failure 
Analysis, Reliability Centered Lubrication, Infrared Thermography, Electrical 
Safety, Culture Change and more.  There is no cost, no obligation and you can 
conveniently sit in on these learning sessions right at your desk.  The complete 
schedule can be found at www.reliabilityweb.com

The Association of Maintenance Professionals (AMP) – This is a professional 
organization that you can join for free at www.maintenance.org.  AMP has 
over 6,000 members spread throughout the world.  To join, simply go to the 
website and fill out a profile.  You can make connections easily with people that 
have the same interests as you do (whether that be RCM, Vibration Analysis, 
KPI’s, the Pan Flute, or all of the above).  The more complete your profile, the 
more chance you have to connect with, learn from and share experiences with 
maintenance professionals who share your interests.  There are over 50 (and 
growing) groups you can join, blogs to read, a body of knowledge to explore 
and multiple forums in which you can participate.  AMP is an excellent resource 
from which you can learn a great deal.

If we keep doing the right things, we will eventually reap the rewards.  At 
Reliabilityweb.com, we believe that shared knowledge is the cornerstone of 
a strong community.  Community enriches our lives, both professionally and 
personally, and in the process, builds stronger organizations.  

I hope you enjoy this issue.  As always, thank you for reading.  We appreciate 
your support, and hope you find value within these pages and on our newly 
revamped website.  If you have any questions, comments or suggestions that 
will make Uptime more useful to you, please let us know.
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APPENDICES

TAKE HOME WORKSHOPS

PROGRAM:
Selecting the Right
Improvement Tools 
Master Class
CLASS:
What Tool? When?
by Ron Moore
DATE & LOCATION:

Call toll free (888) 575-1245 or visit www.maintenanceconference.com

DAYONE
8:30am-10:15am Manufacturing Excellence – The Basics 

10:15am-10:30am Break

10:30am-11:15am  Workshop: Current Tools in Use,
Benefits, Problems

11:15am-12:30pm  The Hawthorne Effect; The Pygmalion Effect;
The Beginning and End; Business Level FMEA - 
Selecting the right improvement projects and 
tools; Business Level FMEA – Case Studies

12:30pm-1:15pm Lunch

1:15pm-2:45pm Lean Manufacturing

2:45pm-3:00pm Break

3:00pm-4:15pm Workshop – Business Level FMEA

4:15pm-5:00pm Summary and Close

DAYTWO
8:30am-9:00am Discussion, Questions and Comments

9:00am-10:15am  Six Sigma; Supply Chain Management - Two 
Approaches

10:15am-10:30am Break

10:30am-12:15pm Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM), plus:

12:15pm-1:00pm Lunch

1:00pm-2:30pm Workshop: Case Studies – What would you do?

2:30pm-2:45pm Break

2:45pm-3:45pm Root Cause Analysis; Performance
Measurement Cascade

3:45pm-4:30pm Workshop: Personal Reflection and Action Plan

4:30pm-5:00pm Summary

5:00pm Close
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by  Jeff Smith, CMRP

june/july 20098

Leading or Lagging, 
Leading for this measure, but perhaps lagging for that one.

Measuring can be a tricky business.

Numbers
LookingBeyondthe
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are a great management tool, but the numbers themselves 
will never insure success.  Yes, your indicators will contain 
a wealth of statistical and mathematical information.  And, 

yes, having the numbers may guide you in the correct direction, and the actions you 
take because of the numbers you have gathered may lead to success.  However, just as 
one cubic yard of dirt fills a pickup and a million cubic yards make a mountain, ulti-
mately, they are what they are - numbers and dirt.  

The simple fact that you can even get the information required to give a KPI shows you 
have been somewhat successful.   And, if the information within the KPI is actually real 
(that is, not subject to the maxim of garbage in, garbage out) then you are even more 
successful.  

However, it is important to realize that numbers are not everything, and, as the follow-
ing example will clearly show, they can be downright misleading.  In other words, you 
have to go much deeper than numbers to find the keys to success.  Hopefully, this ar-
ticle will give you some good ideas about where to begin, or to recharge, your journey.

“Management by numerical goal is an attempt “Management by numerical goal is an attempt 
to manage without knowledge of what to do.”to manage without knowledge of what to do.”

W. Edwards DemingW. Edwards Deming

Leading or Lagging, 
Leading for this measure, but perhaps lagging for that one.

Measuring can be a tricky business.

KPI’s  
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There are a myriad of circumstances and 
situations that promote failure within an 
organization, but there are three in partic-
ular that are common across all industries.

Culture of Resistance 

The culture of resistance is most pre-
dominant reason for a failed implementa-
tion.  Within so many organizations, the 
methodologies and processes have been 
stagnant for long enough that the cur-
rent employee group has not embraced, 
or have not been guided, to construc-
tive change.  Change may have been 
attempted, but was successfully avoided 
(Yes, unfortunately, the ingrained culture 
would consider this a success).  This for-
mula allows the critics of change to wave 
the flags of past failures in the faces of 
new initiatives.  Basically the more failed 
attempts, the more flags, and flag bear-
ers, the organization will have lining up 
against the next initiative.  Interestingly, 
this ingrained culture is quite predomi-
nant within successful companies that 
have experienced years of profitability 
due to market dominance or product 
recognition.  What the culture does not 
understand is the basic line you hear with 
stock and mutual fund forecasts, that is, 
“Past performance is not an indication of 
future success”.  
 
Change Fatigue

This is another common cause of failure.  
Organizations with constant fluctuation in 
management and organizational strategies 
tend to burn out the change agents.  One 
initiative has been started and dropped 
midstream. only to be replaced with 
another.  This approach grinds away the 
commitment of even the most optimistic 
change agents. 

Changes that do progress under this 
approach seldom have the stabilization 
period required for the change to be 
ingrained into the culture of the organi-
zation.  Therefore, under this scenario, 
the initiatives lack sustainability.  Change 
fatigue is a pitfall commonly found in 
organizations that are fairly immature 
and/or have experienced rapid growth. 
 

10

Please do not misinterpret this article 
as discrediting KPI’s, because accurate 
numbers are one of managements great-
est assets.  However, the emphasis must 
be on the word ‘accurate’ for numbers to 
have any meaning whatsoever.
 
So let’s try to create some numbers that 
induce change.  One thing that’s surely 
needed is inspiration.  What is the unit of 
measure we should use?  Well, there isn’t 
a standard, so we will make one up and 
call it “insp”.  Now all we have to do is ask 
Joe how many “insp” he has towards the 
latest change initiative!  Hmmmm....Joe 
must be a little slow, because he doesn’t 
understand.  When we ask for the “insp” 
numbers, he thinks we mean how many 
inspections has he done.  

So what’s the moral?  Well, I know this 
may be hard to believe, but it turns out 
that inspiration can’t be measured.  
 
In fact, most things that lead to success, 
and actually deliver the sought after KPI’s, 
are immeasurable.  So how do we obtain 
immeasurable success?

Why Do Some Implementations Fail?   

Here is an interesting example of man-
aging to the numbers.  A major railway 
decided that in order to improve its safety 
record, it needed to reduce the number 
of reportable injuries.  So, they decided 
that the solution to their issue was an old 
school management technique.  They sim-
ply threatened the unit managers.  Amaz-
ingly, this “solution” resulted in a major 
reduction in reportable injuries.  But, did 
the “solution” actually work?  Not really, 
because, as you might have guessed, the 
injuries still occurred, but unit managers 
just stopped reporting them.

In fact, several years later it was found 
that previously injured people were now 
working in light duty situations to cover 
these injures, which further aggravated 
things because the railway was sued.  So 
the next memorandum that the unit man-
agers received stated, “All injures must be 
reported”.  With this new direction even 
the most minor injuries were reported, 
which resulted in a dismal safety record 
for the railroad.  This is a classic case 
of managing to the numbers, not to the 
underlying issue.  Had they actually ad-
dressed the safety issues they would have 
successfully reduced the injury numbers.  
 
The lesson to be learned is that we should 
be very cautious of the numbers, because 
statistics can be misleading. 

Figure 1 - Reporting of Lost Time Injuries at a Major Railroad

Prior to Non 
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We All Know Change Is The 
Only Constant In Life.  Why Do 

Industrial Facilities Resist It?
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Foundational instability is the most preva-
lent barrier.  Success in any venture re-
quires some basic ground work to be 
in place within an organization.  Things 
like organizational structure, business 
processes and workflow management 
act to make the next steps stable.  Many 
initiatives have been doomed to fail as 
they have been developed on an unstable 
foundation, which makes them inherently  
unsustainable.   
 
Underdeveloped communication channels 
create a substantial barrier to success.  
Many organizations will have pockets of 
excellence.  They will be noted, and the 
word will go out that “All business units 
will initiate this great solution!”  Unfor-
tunately, by the time the information is 
passed through many hands, the ‘how’ 
and ‘why’ is often lost.  The change agent 
implementing the solution at another 
business unit has partial information, 
and his success (or lack thereof) does 
not reflect the proclaimed success of the 
original implementation.  

Initiative Selection

This decision of which initiative to imple-
ment can often lead to failure, either 
perceived or real.  Many organizations 
often focus on improper solutions to 
drive the changes in the required areas. 
They will implement a solution, work 
through the transition stages, then arrive 
at the realization that the solution has 
not addressed the original concern.  The 
most common industrial example of this 
is implementing a new CMMS without ad-
dressing business processes.  Using a new 
CMMS in the same way as the last one was 
used seldom has quantifiable benefits.  
Management often looks to salesmen for 
quick fixes to internal issues and selects 
the most convincing salesmen’s solution 
without doing the industrial soul search-
ing required to understand the barriers to 
success.  

What Are the Barriers to Success 
That Seem to Repeat Themselves 
With Each New Initiative? 

Unrealistic expectations are a surprisingly 
common barrier to success.  When we are 
initiating an improvement, we overrate 
the benefits that will result.  For example 
a maintenance supervisor decides to 
initiate a vibration analysis program.  To 
justify the cost of the program, he paints 
an unrealistic picture of the reliability 
gains the plant will attain.  The program is 
well implemented and delivers some good 
results, but the promised jump in reli-
ability is not attained.  So, in striving to 
deliver the promised results, the supervi-
sor adds more equipment to his vibration 
surveys which requires more dedicated 
personnel.  More personnel drives up the 
cost of the program and the wins become 
progressively smaller as the equipment 
analyzed is lower on the criticality score.  
At some point, the vibration program is 
criticized and then dropped, with the all 
too familiar refrain, “we tried vibration 
analysis, but it doesn’t work here!” 

Faulty communication often results in 
skepticism of the next corporate initiative 
and further fragments the business units. 
 
What Is Required to Deliver 
Successful Reliability Improvements, 
Regardless of the Solution Utilized? 

In order to make progress, organizations 
must first understand their current state.  
If you do not understand exactly where 
you are, how do you really know where 
you are going, and what it takes to get 
there?  We often evaluate ourselves with 
skewed perception.  That is, we seldom 
can give a fair or impartial evaluation of 
ourselves.  If our natural tendency is to be 

One Solution Will Never Solve 
All Problems, So Why Do We 

Expect It To?

We Don’t Start School in 
12th Grade.  Why Do We Try 

To Implement High Level 
Solutions Before The Basics 

Are Covered?
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to sell you (other than the assessment), 
there is a good chance that outcomes will 
be biased towards the need for that prod-
uct.  The assessor/sales person may not 
be intentionally misleading you because 
he normally truly believes in his product 
– though this may be another skewed 
perception.  At this point, you should not 
be looking for a transition tool.  First, you 
must have a clear understanding of where 
you are, how you stand with compara-
tive industries and the perception of your 
organization’s employees about your 
current state.  You should also have hard 
evidence to support your conclusions. 
 
When you objectively understand your 
organization’s strengths and weaknesses, 
the next logical step is to define your 
desired state.  At this point, generaliza-
tion will negatively affect your chances of 
success.  You need to clearly and specifi-
cally define your desired state. You’re de-
sired state should be defined in multiple 
levels. The highest level should resemble 
a mission statement, and sequential 
levels should define your desired state 
for each improvement initiative.  And, at 
this stage, be sure to include measurable 
targets.  For example, your assessment 
has concluded that you have poor lubrica-
tion contamination exclusion practices, so 
your desired state would include state-
ments with ISO targets for various oils 
and should read as if it is a current reality,  
“Our hydraulic oils are maintained at 
under 17/15/13”.          

Simply stated know where you.  Then de-
fine where you are going BEFORE you 
embark on your journey.  

We Know Where We Are, We Know 
Where We Want To Go.  Let’s Grab 
a Bowl of Acronym Soup and Go.  

The path to reliability has both parallel 
and linear streams.  Some solutions work 
best if foundational programs are in place 
and stable.  Your organization should re-

optimistic, we will gloss over our short-
comings.  On the other hand, if we are 
basically pessimistic, we will harshly criti-
cize minor shortcomings.  In many cases, 
an external assessment by a reputable 
organization works best to provide a clear 
perspective of our current state.  Regard-
less of external or internal assessments, 
the resulting evaluation should cover all 

facets of reliability, should clearly identify 
the facilities ranking among similar indus-
tries, must include evaluation of percep-
tion within the organization and must 
provide supporting evidence of these 
conclusions. 
 
Beware of business cases masked as as-
sessments!  If your assessor has a product 

Allows for 100% visual grease identification

Available in pistol grip and lever style configurations

Tubes fit many common grease gun models

Colored end caps available in a wide variety of 
colors wherever multiple forms of positive grease 
identification are required

Clear Grease Tubes are made of high-quality T 6061 
aluminium end caps and durable poly carbonate

•

•

•

•

•

The Lubrication Reliability Source™

800-537-7683 • www.cleargreaseguns.com

Wait!  What Route And 
Which Vehicle Are 

We Taking?
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view the assessment findings and list the 
recommendations in a flow chart.  Which 
elements are foundational elements?   
Which recommendations can be simulta-
neously implemented? 

Develop an improvement plan at this 
point.  Breaking the initiative into smaller 
parts and addressing them individually 
lessens the impact of the change.  What 
should be promoted at this point is that 
this is the logical sequence of steps that 
will help your organization to reach your 
destination, as stated in your desired 
state proclamation.  
 
Now that you have a clear picture of your 
organizational issues, a well defined 
desired state and a flow chart, now is 
the time to select the transition tools 
required to address your organizational 

requirements.  Transition tools can be 
anything you require to address the 
inadequacies in your current state. They 
could be both tactical tools (processes/
strategies) and/or technical solutions 
(hardware/software).  It is important to 
remember that transition tools do not 
necessarily have to be external resources 
or recourses, they can easily be internal 
teams or groups.  

Both your current state and your desired 
state must be clearly communicated dur-
ing the selection process of transition 
tools.  This is where we are, and this is 
where we want to be, so how can this 
potential solution get us to our desired 
end point?  
 
Define your version of success, and insure 
both you and the solution provider will be 

evaluating with the same unit of measure 
(though it may be an immeasurable). 
  
There is not a single solution that fits all 
requirements.  There are many compa-
nies with great processes and programs, 
but be sure to choose the solution that 
will best complement your plan, not the 
vendor’s vision.  Your assessment should 
outline the areas you need to improve, 
and in some cases, one vendor may have 
what it takes to solve all your issues, 
but this is rare.  For example RCM could 
resolve your poor lubrication contamina-
tion exclusion practices, but there would 
be a quicker ROI (return on investment) in 
implementing good lubrication practices 
as a foundational program.  

Regardless of how great a transition tool 
seems, if you do not fully understand your 

Figure 2 - Careful defi nitions of the known current state and the desired state will lead to a successful transition fl ow (bottom). 
Looking for a quick fi x without the proper groundwork will lead to an undefi nable result (top).

Desired 
State

Known 
Current State

Transition 
Tool + =

Assessed with prioritized and 
sequenced improvements 

identified. 
 

In-depth understanding 
of internal perception of 

deficiencies. 
 

Non judgmental evidence 
proving the requirements for 

improvements.    
 

Demonstrated leadership and 
commitment to improving 

current state. 

Properly selected solution 
based on assessed findings. 

Communication and validation 
of requirement for change.  

 
Well communicated evidence 

promoting the altered 
perception required for change. 

 
Demonstrated leadership 

and commitment to solution 
implementation. 

Fully implemented solution. 

Validated current state 
matching previous desired 

state.  
 

In-depth understanding of 
internal perception of new 

current state. 
 

Demonstrated leadership and 
commitment to sustaining new 

current state. 

SUSPECTED 
Current State

Purchased 
Transition Tool

Desired State
???+ ~~

OR
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WHERE’S 
YOUR 
LOCTITE®?
Keep your Loctite® products in hand and you’ll 
always have the proper tools with you to get 
the job done right!

Call 1-800-LOCTITE to locate your local 
authorized distributor, to speak with a Loctite® adhesives 
and sealant specialist or to schedule in-plant training.

www.henkelna.com/mrotraining
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current state and define your desired 
state, it is unlikely you will obtain the 
desired state (see Figure 2, top). 
 
If your organization fully understands its 
deficiencies and implements the correct 
solutions, in the correct sequence (Figure 
2, bottom), the only barriers left will be 
the immeasurable human elements.      

With a History of Failed Initiatives 
Why Should Anyone Buy Into The 
Next Solution? 

 

It doesn’t work here.  We tried improv-
ing, we now have the 3S program.  That 
doesn’t apply to this industry.  Manage-
ment never supports it.  We are too busy 
to improve!  We can’t afford to save 
money!  We make lots of money, we don’t 
need to improve!  Do any of these sound 
familiar?

Understanding the shop floor perception 
is a key, and in fact, an immeasurable 
concept to succeed with any reliability 
improvement initiative.  There is a great 
deal of documentation on facilitating 
change, but as with improvement initia-
tives, you have to truly understand your 
starting point.  On a shop floor level, 
within both operations and maintenance, 
the perception of how the organization 
is operating must be understood.  Do the 
personnel feel that everything is fine, that 
there is no requirement for change?  Is 
the general perception one that they are 
fighting an insurmountable death spiral 
of over-worked resources and continually 
shrinking budgets?   Is there an internal 
power struggle between operations and 
maintenance?   Just having a general 
perception of these dynamics is not suf-
ficient.  You need to understand specifics, 
such as what percentage of the people 
feel which way and how strongly they feel 
about the organization.  
 
People seldom want to be inefficient.  
Most people want to do a good job.  They 
may not have the education or training to 
understand the reliability implications of 

what they do, but they do not want to in-
tentionally do a poor job.  Even apathetic 
people do not want the publicity given 
when their actions cause unreliability.
 
Understanding perception and motivation 
are key elements in selling solutions to 
floor level employees.  In order to moti-
vate people to buy into a solution, you 
must address their perception of the situ-
ation and tailor your presentation to their 
perception.  If you have to disprove their 
perception, do not get emotional and 
always utilize factual information to show 
the real situation.  Show how your orga-
nization measures up in relation to other 
competitors, or how a particular solution 
is meant to guide your organization to the 
desired state.  All people have a subcon-
scious ability to recognize dishonesty, do 
not twist the truth, use too much ‘spin’ or 
manipulate the information. 

If you are unsure of the solution you 
have chosen, educate yourself.  If you 
are presenting and promoting it, you will 
be perceived as an expert.  You have no 
choice but to become an expert on the 
subject if you want to implement it.  If 
you are bringing in an outside resource, 
ensure they are experts on the solution.  
One downside to the rapid growth of the 
reliability industry is that some consult-
ing companies provide under qualified 
consultants, which is a major disservice to 
customers.  Check the qualifications and 
experience of the solution provider.  You 
can be certain that the personnel within 
your organization will eat an under quali-
fied consultant for lunch and spit out your 
unsuccessful solution. 

We Manage by Measurements….
But What is the Unit of Measure 
for Leadership? 

Does implementing change truly require a 
white knight waving a banner and yelling 
charge?  Unlike what the reams of paper 
used in printing the plethora of change 
management books state, leadership is 
not an individual, it is a thing.  A leader is 

A President Is a Leader....
But So Is a Man With a Dog.

Change?  Great, What 
Flavor Is It This Week?
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a person, but leadership is a thing. 

So what is this thing “leadership”, within 
the context of industrial evolution?  Ironi-
cally, it is best described as a virus.  It 
starts with a carrier that successfully com-
municates its value to stakeholders.  If it 
is successfully transferred and survives 

its incubation period, then the first line 
of stakeholders becomes infected.  The 
initial carrier may not show any symp-
toms, it may have just been one of many 
daily corporate decisions.  If the decision 
was invalid or poorly communicated, then  
the organization’s natural resistance will 
quickly eradicate it.  Correctly chosen and 

sequenced, it will overcome the resistanc-
es of the first line of stakeholders.  

There will now be a core group infected 
with leadership, transferring the virus 
to the next level of personnel.  There 
now becomes a group that has heard in 
advance that there is a virus and has at-
tempted to compile resistance by utilizing 
negative communication.
  
Here, we again hit the perception win-
dow.  Do the masses think leadership 
is bringing a positive thing or a threat 
to their way of life?  If the communica-
tion and incubation period are handled 
well and are bringing positive change, 
a percentage of the masses will become 
infected with leadership and the virus will 
have reached critical mass.  Critical mass 
then forces the people with the highest 
natural resistance to accept the leader-
ship.  
 
Industrial evolution leadership is mea-
sured by the depth of penetration within 
an organization to which leaders have 
been created.  If the personnel on the 
plant floor are promoting the initiative, 
rest assured that you will be successful.      
 
As a Leader, How Do We Establish 
and Keep Our Credibility? 
 

 
Education is a key factor in establishing 
credibility.  If the leader of the implemen-
tation knows less then the resistors to the 
implementation, the perception will swing 
to the most credible sounding argument.  
The perception of anything must be sup-
ported by facts to have credibility...unless 
you are a politician.  If you truly want to 
influence the immeasurable things like 
perception, you need to devote the time 
to educate both yourself and the people 
affected by the change.  
 
Communication is mandatory for suc-
cess with immeasurable qualities.  If the 
solution has been properly selected and 
sequenced, it is the right solution.  If it is 
the correct solution, it should be adver-
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tised, discussed, promoted and cam-
paigned.  Once you have fully educated 
change agents, debate should be encour-
aged early on in the initiative.  Let people 
have their say and address their concerns.  
If people’s concerns are addressed too 
late in the game, they will feel overlooked 
and this will only serve to increase the 
resistance to the solution.  
    
Commitment is not just an internal per-
ception.  If you want to lead people 
through a change, you must be prepared 
to publicly state your commitment to the 
path.  If you are not truly committed to 
the chosen path, then your people will see 
through anything you say.  If you hon-
estly believe the path is the required one, 
proclaim it, early and often.  Utilize your 
education and communicate your com-
mitment, and your followers will become 
leaders.    
 
What Are The Common Traps 
Leaders Fall Into? 

 One potential trap that discredits leaders 
is when they give one message in public 
and another in perceived privacy.  Do 

not try to convince people to commit to 
something you are not totally committed 
to.  If you convey skepticism in private, it 
will become public and be used to derail 
your initiative.  It is easy to promote 
something you believe in.  This is exactly 
why choosing the correct and properly 
sequenced solution is imperative.  
 
The time to learn is not as you are pre-
senting a solution to the people affected.  
Know the solution you are developing.  If 
it is TPM, for example, take the time to 
become an expert on the subject.  Read, 
comprehend and retain information on 
whatever you are presenting. You may 
never know the subject completely, but 
if you understand the concepts, you will 
avoid uncertainty in your responses.  
If there is a question that you cannot 
answer, do not resort to elaboration.   
People will accept “I don’t know, but I will 
get back to you” much easier than they 
will forgive something stated and later 
proven false.  
 
Persevere!  Many change initiatives fail in 
the last inning.  If the leadership moves 
on to the next priority and is perceived to 
have stopped the initiative, then regres-
sion quickly slips in.  Even if priorities have 
shifted, ensure that you have finalized the 
first implementation.  This is the point that 
measurables (KPI’s) are implemented and 
reinforced.  Lead until you get there.    

How Do We Ingrain Sustainability? 

In the cycle of change we reach a point 
where the objective has been met.  In 
order to have reached that point, we have 
assessed our needs, chosen a solution, 
addressed and changed the perception 
of the people affected, created leaders 
throughout our organization and imple-
mented the solution.  So how do we keep 
the solution in place? 
 
One of the fist priorities would be assess-
ing the perception of the solution.  Do 
people actually believe it has happened?  
Are they actually utilizing the new pro-
cess/technology, and utilizing it correctly?   
Have the conditions of the defined state 
been met?  If not, then the implementa-
tion is not finished. 

Sustainability is only truly validated when 
the culture forgets there was another way. 
The current state must be ingrained into 
the day-to-day processes of the organiza-
tion.  This is the point where measure-
ments come into play.  The measure-
ments must not only be tracked, but the 
required alarms must be developed.  If a 
KPI is exceeded, then the required actions 
should be defined and initiated.  Do not 
focus only on failure!  If the numbers are 
surpassed, communicate and publicize it.  
Because, believe me, there is immeasur-
able success in being able to proclaim we 
are no longer trying to be world class! 
World class is trying to be us!

Jeff Smith, CMRP, is the president of Reli-
ability Laboratory Ltd. (Rlab).  Rlab was 
founded as a research facility to explore 
all facets of reliability optimization.  Jeff 
has 25 years industrial experience in both 
technical and tactical reliability.  He has 
implemented reliability improvements 
globally in a multitude of industries.  Jeff 
has presented at several conferences and 
delivered numerous seminars on integrated 
condition monitoring.  He can be reached 
at solutions@reliabilitylaboratory.com or 
(604) 823 2422.

Did Things Change?  How Did 
We Used To Do This?

Mud Slinging Has Become 
Human Nature.  Just Look at 

Political Advertising.

Figure 3 - Industrial Evolution Flowchart
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Reaching 99.8% Reliability  
Software Increases Confi dence in Decision Making

by Amy Davidson
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he vast amount of diagnostic information available today about the condition of critical produc-
tion assets – information that can be of real value to decision makers -- can be confusing and 
even overwhelming.  However, when information from hundreds or even thousands of separate 
sources is consolidated and organized on a single platform, a more complete picture of the 

health and operation of critical assets, or an entire process, emerges.  

As a result, users can literally see into the future 
to prevent process slowdowns or unplanned stop-
pages. The ability to view the health of critical 
production assets from anywhere in the world 
may be just what a manager needs to recognize a 
developing problem and predict what will happen 
well before a serious breakdown threatens produc-
tivity, whether in a production unit or an entire 
plant. Equipment not performing up to full capa-
bility can be identified well in advance, making 
it easier to decide when to deploy maintenance 
resources in the most efficient and cost-effective 
manner. 

Look at the results from a multi-plant petrochemi-
cal company in southern Africa. When data from 
various sources was consolidated, a previously 
unattainable view of the production assets became 
the basis for predictive maintenance:

  •  Equipment reliability improved from 97% to 
      99.8%
  •  Saved 11 days of production by minimizing 
      downtime
  •  Saved $200,000 to $300,000 by selectively 
      overhauling control valves

Johan Claassen, previously mechanical and instru-
ment maintenance manager for seven petrochemi-
cal plants, said officials were looking for a good 
maintenance management tool at a newly commis-
sioned plant. This facility had all the latest auto-
mation technologies, including HART and FOUN-
DATION fieldbus instrumentation and was the site 

of a comparative asset management systems trial 
conducted in 2005.  After the six-month trial, the 
company selected Emerson’s AMS Suite as its basic 
predictive maintenance software.  This included 
AMS Suite: Asset Portal, a web-based application 
designed to aggregate diagnostic information from 
data sources within the plant.

Since that data can be accessed via Internet 
Explorer, authorized personnel in the plant, or 
half-way around the world, can view vital informa-
tion on critical production assets. The information 
can be organized in a way that is most helpful to 
the user – by location, asset type, description, 
health index, or significance to plant reliability. 
The configurable dashboard instantly presents the 
highest priority assets. Users can consult appropri-
ate documentation from a manufacturer’s website 
or view internal records on a specific asset directly 
from the dashboard.

The combined data gives managers a broader view 
of the current operating condition of mechanical 
and process equipment as well as field instruments 
and valves throughout a plant or across an entire 
enterprise.  This can have a strong impact on deci-
sion-making.

“After six months of intensive scrutiny,” Claassen 
said, “we decided to standardize on these technol-
ogies for their ease of use, the amount of diagnos-
tic information we could obtain from the field, the 
high level of information received, and the ability 
to drill down for more detail if required. This was 

18

T

Editors Note:   We published this article with specifi c references to Emerson’s AMS Suite and Asset Portal software in order 
to tell more people about potential solutions as maintenance and reliability information management evolves.  We did not 
want to make it generic.  There are other unique software products that we will also be presenting to you in Uptime.  In order 
to bring you the full impact of the capabilities of some of these new technologies - we have decided to allow product specifi c-
ity - not as an endorsement - but to create an enhanced understanding of the rapidly changing landscape of Information 
Technology.  Uptime is comfortable stepping out of the limited and traditional etiquette of magazine publishing and we 
hope you see the value in our decision.  We certainly invite your feedback as we continue to move forward.    
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a good choice; they proved their value 
in their first year of full operation in our 
plant.”

The two major yardsticks used to evalu-
ate the operational effectiveness of the 
AMS Suite products, Claassen said, were 
the impact on maintenance costs and 
plant reliability. In 2003, the first year 
of plant operation, instrument and valve 
reliability was 97 percent – not bad, he 
said, but of course everything was new. 
Following implementation of AMS As-
set Portal, reliability increased to 99.8 
percent.

There was also a direct financial benefit 
in the reduction of maintenance costs. 
Instrument and valve spending actually 
decreased in the years following start-
up. This was largely due to a “big gain”, 
Claassen said, on the control valve side 
where a program was implemented to 
use the predictive diagnostics produced 
by valves equipped with digital valve 

Figure 1 - A screen shot of the dashboard within Emerson’s AMS Suite: Asset Portal, 
which gives you a view of Active Alerts by severity and by duration, a view of 

Assets by health and a score for the composite health index of you asset database. 
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controllers (DVCs), which provided feedback on valve 
function and condition.

In the past, control valves were generally removed 
from service and overhauled every two years.  The new 
valve diagnostics proved that that repair frequency was 
not necessary.

“We actually changed our valve maintenance philoso-
phy based on the new technology,” Claassen said. 
“When production and maintenance personnel met 
prior to a shutdown, we would determine which valves 
had to be removed based on a preventive maintenance 
philosophy calling for maximum removals just to be 
on the safe side.  When we started basing decisions on 
each valve’s actual performance, by comparing original 
and current valve signatures, we found that far fewer 
valves had to be scheduled for overhaul. 

“This represented a significant savings,” he said, “be-
cause removing a control valve requires a huge amount 
of planning and coordination.  For example, the wiring 
must be detached, and the lines must be drained and 
removed and the valve placed in a good space where 
the guys can work on it.  It also may be necessary to 
arrange for scaffolding or get a crane to lift the valve, 
depending on its size and location in the plant.  We 
saved between $200,000 and $300,000 per shutdown 
by greatly reducing the number of valves serviced each 
time.”

Claassen concluded, “Even with that impressive sav-
ings, the biggest financial impact resulted from in-
creasing equipment reliability to 99.8 percent.  The 
additional uptime was equal to about 11 full days of 
production per year.”  He cited still another benefit 
– faster plant startup following a shutdown.  Claassen 
said, “The biggest concern an instrumentation and 
valve manager has after a shutdown is whether every-
thing is physically connected in the same manner as it 
was before the shutdown.  A lot of contaminants can 
get into the system during a shutdown, so we always 
try to make sure all the equipment is back to normal.”  

Claassen said, “AMS Asset Portal enabled me to actu-
ally see which devices were ready and which ones had 
problems.  If it showed everything was connected and 
properly configured, it gave us the confidence to sign 
off on the startup.”

Timely information provided by this software includes:

  •  Plant Health Home Page for a quick look at the 
      health of all plants

  •  Asset Health Dashboard Report that organizes 
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Summary

By consolidating diagnostic information 
from many sources throughout a produc-
tion unit, or an entire plant, on a single 
platform, the condition of all essential 
production assets can be observed.  Plant 
personnel can quickly identify under-per-
forming equipment long before it causes 
a slowdown or stoppage.  They are es-
sentially able to look into the future with 
the power to predict unexpected failures 
or off-spec product in time to take cor-
rective action.

With these technologies in place, equip-
ment reliability is raised to new levels, 

      and displays information on the 
      condition of plant assets in a concise, 
      yet understandable way (Figure 1)

  •  Enterprise-wide view of production 
      assets, no matter where they are 
      located

  •  Importing capabilities for data re-
      garding production assets not con-
      nected to standard sources

  •  Exporting capabilities to send asset 
      data to a third-party, such as an 
      equipment vendor, for analysis and 
      suggestions

Each of the AMS Suite applications 
provides a unique window into a 
specific area of plant operations 
that can be observed in no other 
way.  AMS Suite: Intelligent Device 
Manager gathers data generated 
by smart instruments and valves 
throughout a plant. This single ap-
plication supports device configu-
ration, documentation, calibration 
management, and diagnostics, 
making it possible for maintenance 
personnel to predict with great ac-
curacy how long and how effectively 
a smart device or smart valve can 
be expected to continue perform-
ing reliably.

In much the same way, AMS Suite: 
Machinery Health Manager sup-
ports predictive maintenance of 
rotating mechanical equipment by 
analyzing vibration data from mo-
tors, pumps, fans, turbines, etc.

AMS Suite: Equipment Perfor-

mance Monitor is another web-
based service designed to increase 
the availability and throughput of 
turbo, rotating, and process equip-
ment.  

AMS Asset Portal aggregates 
data from all AMS Suite applica-
tions to provide a comprehensive 
picture of asset health across a 
plant.

Using AMS Suite

predictive maintenance can be practiced, 
and hundreds of thousands of dollars can 
be saved.
 
Amy Davidson is a Product Manager in the 
Asset Optimization Division of Emerson 
Process Management, located in Eden 
Prairie, Minnesota.  An Emerson employee 
for the past five years focusing on asset 
management issues, Amy has more than 20 
years of experience in project management 
and marketing in the automation indus-
tries.  She is a graduate of South Dakota 
State University with a BS in Chemical Engi-
neering.
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When mishaps occur in critical energy and control sys-
tems, a more likely consequence than injury is disrup-
tion of the operations served by the electrical systems.  
Whether it is a chemical plant, financial institution, 
medical facility, mass transportation or almost any other 
component of our modern society, an incident resulting 
in disruption to electrical systems critical to operations 
can have very significant financial losses.  As examples, 
an incident resulting in disruption of electrical energy or 
control to a hazardous chemical process could result in 
a process safety event, waste of raw materials, loss of 
production, and damage to facilities and equipment.  A 
similar incident in a credit card transaction processing 
center can impact millions of dollars in banking transac-
tions.  An incident in a hospital electric power system 
could jeopardize the welfare of critical care patients.

Effective application of maintenance & reliability manage-
ment principles can have both a direct and indirect impact 
on electrical safety improvement.  The mechanical integ-
rity of grounding and bonding conductors is essential for 
the elimination of shock hazards associated with equip-
ment enclosures, appliance cases, and tool housings.  It 
is also necessary to assure protective devices work as 
designed during ground faults, and it eliminates sparks 
and arcs that can occur during fault conditions that could 
ignite flammable or explosive materials.  Many organi-
zations are investing in arc flash hazard analysis studies 
to establish the basis for arc flash hazard mitigation pro-
grams.  The effectiveness of this investment is completely 
dependent on the reliability of circuit protective devices 
such as circuit breakers and fuses to perform as designed.  
Without an effective maintenance & reliability program 
for these critical devices, the arc flash hazards analysis 
investment is money unwisely spent.

One example of an indirect effect on electrical safety 
performance is the effort to improve motor mean time 
between failure.  Every motor failure initiates a series 
of events that entail maintenance worker exposure to 
electric shock and arc flash hazards. This may include 
operating disconnect switches, opening electrical cabi-
nets to perform troubleshooting, performing diagnostic 

ow does your organization’s maintenance & reliability program link to its electrical safety program?  Do you 
see strong evidence of synergy and collaboration?  Exploring these questions may open the door to greater 
results in both worker safety and operations uptime.  This article provides insight into how to asses this 
opportunity for your organization.

 
Modern industry and commerce are dependent on elec-
trical technologies for energy, control, data management 
and communications.  In celebrating the top 20 extraordi-
nary engineering achievements of the 20th century, the US 
National Academy of Engineering selected electrification 
as #1, and acknowledged that the remaining nineteen all 
were dependent on electrical technology.  This underscores 
the critical importance of electrical systems’ uptime and 
reliability performance to business and commerce.  Begin-
ning in the late 19th century and continuing today, elec-
trification, or the displacement of other technologies with 
electrical technology, has transformed all aspects of our 
modern society.  Energy generation and distribution, heat-
ing, lighting, transportation, food production and storage, 
medical diagnostics, and financial transactions are just a 
few examples in which electrical technology has displaced 
previously used technologies to enable extraordinary ad-
vancements and conveniences.  The implications of having  
such dependence on electrical technology, combined with 
increasing initiatives in pursuit of operational excellence, 
makes the elimination of errors and failures in electrical 
systems  of paramount importance to both personnel safe-
ty as well as operations uptime.  Optimizing the safety and 
uptime performance of critical electrical systems presents 
the opportunity for synergy and collaborations that some 
organizations have yet to recognize.
 
Many businesses and organizations today are pursuing per-
formance goals that are defined in terms of operational ex-
cellence.  In a broad sense, operational excellence is about 
improving business and operating processes that do one 
of the following;  enhance the quality of product or ser-
vices, achieve higher yields, use less energy, result in less 
waste, and increase uptime.  Most organizations pursuing 
operational excellence understand that improving safety 
performance is also good for business.  In addition to hold-
ing in high regard the moral and humanitarian duty to pro-
vide a safe workplace, most organizations regard safety 
performance as an integral element of business success.  
An effective electrical safety program has the potential to 
provide even more benefits for an organization pursuing 
operational excellence.
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Creating A Team of Experts
Improve Internal Connections For Enhanced Electrical Safety 

by H. Landis Floyd II, PE, CSP, CMRP, Fellow IEEE
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testing, disconnecting and reconnecting mo-
tor leads, and replacing fuses.  Extending mo-
tor reliability reduces the frequency of these 
events, thus reducing the opportunity for se-
rious electrical injuries.  Effective application 
of predictive maintenance techniques, such 
as infrared thermography, serve to reduce 
unscheduled emergency repairs, which tend 
to have a higher frequency of safety incidents 
than work that is planned and scheduled.

In recent years, NFPA 70E, Standard for Elec-
trical Safety in the Workplace has brought 
attention to improving electrical safety pro-
grams.   Continuing its evolution since first 
published in 1979, the 2009 edition of NFPA 
70E for the first time makes indirect reference 
to maintenance & reliability management sys-
tems through a direct reference to safety man-
agement systems standards.  In 2008, the Ca-
nadian Standards Association published a fully 
harmonized version of NFPA 70E, CSA Z462, 
Workplace Electrical Safety, which includes 
a similar reference.  The referenced manage-
ment systems standards focus on the strategic 
levels of management policy and implementa-
tion processes to help establish management 
commitment and support necessary for plan-
ning, implementing and assuring sustainable 
and continuous improvement in safety perfor-
mance.  A key element of safety management 
systems is establishing the relevance of other 
business management systems, including 
maintenance & reliability, to the safety man-
agement process.  The relationship to elec-
trical safety program improvement may not 
be apparent unless safety professionals and 
maintenance & reliability professionals are 
engaged in a collaborative effort with electri-
cal specialists.  One of the most critical factors 
in the success of the electrical safety program, 
no matter what stage of implementation or its 
maturity, may be a better understanding of 
the safety management system’s role in plan-
ning and implementing changes in an electri-
cal safety program.  

The design and implementation of the electri-
cal safety program is often delegated to the 
electrical experts in the organization.  While 
this may seem to make sense, this approach 
overlooks critical competencies that can lead 
to extraordinary results.  The fundamental 
elements of safety management systems and 
maintenance & reliability systems may be 
overlooked if the electrical safety program 
is delegated solely to the electrical experts.  
It is my experience that electrical engineers, 

technicians, and specialists involved in de-
signing and implementing improvements to 
a workplace electrical safety program tend 
to focus on the technical aspects, including 
safe work practices, electrical system design, 
hazard analysis, and the performance of per-
sonal protective equipment.  These electrical 
experts may not be knowledgeable in safety 
management systems or in maintenance & 
reliability management systems. These com-
petencies are essential to optimizing the elec-
trical safety program’s impact on operations 
excellence.

For someone with concern or responsibility 
for an organization’s maintenance & reliabil-
ity program, exploring the answers to these 
questions may hold the key to enabling suc-
cess:

 •  Is the visibility of electrical systems in the 
     maintenance & reliability program in 
     alignment with the organization’s depen-
     dence on uptime and reliability of critical 
     electrical energy and control systems?

 •  Does the maintenance & reliability 
     program involve participation of electri-
     cal experts familiar with critical electrical 
     systems in proportion to the organiza-
     tion’s dependency on the uptime and 
     reliability of these electrical systems?

 •  How familiar are you with ANSI Z10, 
     Occupational Health and Safety Manage-
     ment Systems, or CSA Z1000, Occupa-
     tional Health and Safety Management, or 
     other globally recognized safety manage-
     ment systems standards?

 •  How do these standards relate to the 
     maintenance & reliability management 
     systems for your organization?

 •  What role does your maintenance & 
     reliability program currently play in your 
     electrical safety program?

 •  How would you rate the collaboration 
     and synergy among safety professionals, 
     maintenance professionals, key members 
     of management, and the electrical experts 
     with respect to driving improvement in 
     the electrical safety and the maintenance 
     & reliability programs in your 
     organization?
 
For those not fully comfortable with answers 
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to these questions, a pathway to improved 
synergy and collaboration may be found in 
the subtle, but significant, changes to NFPA 
70E, a high profile standard driving change in 
workplace electrical safety in the US.  NFPA 
70E has long acknowledged that there is more 
to an effective electrical safety program than 
the safe work practices and other guidance 
contained in the standard.  Previous editions 
provided this acknowledgement with a  Fine 
Print Note in Section 110.7 Electrical Safety 
Program, which stated that, “Safety-related 
work practices are just one component of an 
overall electrical safety program”.  The 2009 
edition includes a reference to ANSI Z10, 
and states “ANSI/AIHA Z10-2005, American 
National Standard for Occupational Health 
and Safety Management Systems, provides a 
framework for establishing a comprehensive 
electrical safety program as a component of 
an employer’s occupational safety and health 
program”.  Better understanding the role of 
safety management systems in planning and 
implementing changes in an electrical safety 
program may be one of the most critical fac-
tors in the success of the electrical safety pro-

gram, no matter what stage of implementa-
tion or its level of maturity.  As noted in the 
beginning of this article, addressing the syn-
ergy with other business systems, including 
maintenance & reliability, is well recognized 
in safety management systems.

A safety management systems standard pro-
vides the blueprint, or framework, to help 
enable effective, robust and sustainable pro-
grams to manage occupational safety and 
health risks.  Where industry standards did 
not provide consensus standards, some com-
panies developed proprietary safety manage-
ment standards that align with, or go beyond, 
industry standards that have since emerged.  
The first industry consensus standard address-
ing these needs appeared in 1995, with the 
publication of ISO 14001, Environmental Man-
agement Systems.  In 1999, a collaboration of 
international safety organizations published 
OHSAS 18001, Occupational Safety and Health 
Management Standard.  A similar standard, ILO 
Guidelines for Occupational Safety and Health 
Management Systems, was published by the 
International Labour Organization in 2001.  

Implementation of these standards includes 
rigorous certification processes, similar to the 
ISO 9000 quality certification process.  More 
recently, ANSI Z10 Occupational Health and 
Safety Management Systems, and CSA Z1000, 
Occupational Health and Safety Management 
were first published in 2005 and 2006 respec-
tively.  These standards are well harmonized 
with each other and with the aforementioned 
safety management standards, but can be ap-
plied without rigorous certification require-
ments.  These safety management systems 
standards are based on quality management 
principles popularized by W. Edwards Dem-
ing.  The Deming quality improvement model 
Plan – Do – Check – Act as shown in Figure 1 
is central to safety management systems and  
maintenance & reliability systems, as well as 
any quality continuous improvement process.  
These standards are also well harmonized on 
the comprehensive hazard control measures 
shown in Table I.  In addition, they are harmo-
nized in how these equally important measures 
are ranked in descending order of relative ef-
fectiveness in helping assure worker safety.  
The first three measures are well aligned with 

Continuous monitoring of critical 
assets and balance of plant

4-20 mA data is a standard input 
for a PLC, DCS or SCADA system

Ideal for real-time monitoring, 
alarming and simplified analysis

Makes distributed condition 
monitoring cost effective and scalable

4-20 mA vibration monitoring

Wilcoxon Research Inc
20511 Seneca Meadows Parkway

Germantown, MD 20876
USA

Tel: 301 330 8811
Fax: 301 330 8873

Email: sensors@wilcoxon.com

www.wilcoxon.com
www.meggitt.com
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maintenance & reliability concepts of re-engi-
neering systems and equipment to eliminate 
defects and causes of failure.  Currently, NFPA 
70E focuses on control measures 4, 5, and 6, 
and does not address the first three, except 
through its reference to safety management 
systems standards.

The safety management system standards 
are based on proven principles that are fun-
damental and essential for robust safety pro-
grams and sustainable safety performance.  
While strict implementation of requirements 
in NFPA 70E can enable an organization to 
realize performance improvement, optimum 
improvement is likely not achievable with-
out integration with the proven strategies 
provided in the safety management systems 
standards – including the business integration 
with maintenance & reliability management 
systems.

Safety professionals are generally expert in 
safety management systems but not in the 
details of electrical safety, or in maintenance 
& reliability systems.  Electrical professionals 
may be knowledgeable in electrical technol-

ogy and how things work, but not expert in 
safety management systems and maintenance 
& reliability systems.   Maintenance & reli-
ability experts may not be familiar with the 
details of safety management or electrical 
systems. Senior and middle managers may 
not be expert in either of these competencies, 
but hold the keys to establishing goals and 
objectives for the organization, and providing 
financial and human resources to solve and 
manage issues of importance to the organiza-
tion.  The illustration in Fig. 2 depicts these 
competencies and skill sets as key elements 
of an effective collaboration aimed at linking 
maintenance & reliability to electrical safety.  
Management has the responsibility for man-
aging priorities, resources, and setting busi-
ness objectives. Safety professionals bring a 
skill set in safety management systems, risk 
management, and rapport with all levels of 
the line organization. Electrical engineers, 
electricians, and technicians bring a skill set 
spanning design, construction, maintenance, 
and operation of electrical equipment and sys-
tems.  Maintenance & reliability profession-
als have expertise in failure analysis, quality 
improvement, and workforce development. 

Collectively, these skills, knowledge 
and responsibilities can create an 
extraordinary collaboration and syn-
ergy to assess and improve both the 
electrical safety program and elec-
trical system’s uptime.

Business and commerce are depen-
dent on electrical technology for 
energy, control, data, and commu-
nications.  In conducting the criti-

cal analysis described in this article, you can 
develop a better understanding that an orga-
nization which manages its electrical safety 
program closely coupled with its maintenance 
& reliability program will likely derive benefits 
across a broad set of business performance 
parameters, especially when they depend 
on defect free operation of electrical energy 
control and communications systems critical 
to operations.  The performance parameters 
that will improve from an effective electri-
cal safety program include improved energy 
utilization, improved on time delivery, fewer 
environmental releases, optimum employee 
safety, improved raw material utilization, im-
proved first pass yield, and increased opera-
tional uptime.

H. Landis “Lanny” Floyd II has been with 
DuPont since 1973.  For the past 25 years, his 
responsibilities have largely focused on elec-
trical safety in the construction, operation 
and maintenance of DuPont facilities world-
wide.  He is currently Principal Consultant, 
Electrical Safety & Technology and is respon-
sible for improving management systems, 
competency renewal, work practices, and the 
application of technologies critical to electri-
cal safety performance in all DuPont opera-
tions; and the application of this knowledge 
and experience to electrical safety products 
DuPont brings to the marketplace.   He is an 
IEEE Fellow, a professional member of Ameri-
can Society of Safety Engineers, a Certified 
Safety Professional, a Certified Maintenance 
& Reliability Professional, and a registered 
professional engineer in Delaware.

The Deming  Plan – Do – Check – Act 
Quality Improvement Model

PLAN 
Design or revise 
business process 
components to 
improve results

 

 DO
Implement the 

plan and measure 
its performance

Figure 1 - Elements of the Deming Quality 
Improvement Model

ACT
Decide on changes 
needed to improve 

the process

CHECK
Assess the 

measurements and 
report the results 

to decision makers 

PLAN

DO

ACT

CHECK

Table I - Hierarchy of Hazard Control Measures 
Described in ANSI Z10

Hierarchy of Hazard Control Measures

1.  Elimination of the Hazard

2.  Substitution of Less Hazardous Equipment

3.  Engineering Controls to Replace Exposure or Severity

4.  Warnings, Signs and Other Communications

5.  Administrative Controls, Including Safe Work Practices

6.  Personal Protective Equipment

Figure 2 - Illustrating the collaboration of maintenance 
& reliability experts, management, safety professionals, 

and electrical experts that can lead to mutual 
optimization of electrical safety and maintenance 

& reliability objectives

An Eff ective Collaborative Team

•  Safety Professionals
•  Technical Experts
    –  Maintenance & Reliability
    –  Electrical
•  Management Management

Safety 
Professionals

Technical
Experts
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Figure 3 - Pressure-balanced constant level 
lubricator (graphic courtesy of TRICO Mfg)

Connector

june/july 2009

Protecting Precision
Understanding Bearing Housing Protection and Reliable Lubricant Application

by Heinz P. Bloch, P.E.and Chris Rehmann

earings are precision components; they require clean lubricants in adequate amounts to survive, and even 
seemingly small amounts of contamination can greatly reduce equipment reliability and uptime.  A new gen-
eration of bearing protectors is now available that can help maintain lubricant cleanliness, prevent loss 
of lubricants,  and prolong the life of your rotating equipment.

Where Contaminants Come From

Moisture and dust often enter bearing housings (Fig. 1) 
through old-style labyrinth seals or lip seals as airborne 
water vapor, or via a stream of water from hose-down op-
erations.  Contaminants can also enter through a breather 
vent, or from the widely used non-pressure balanced con-
stant level lubricators (Fig. 2 and Ref.1).   An often-over-
looked source of oil contamination is abraded oil ring ma-
terial, which will be discussed later in this article.

How to Stop the Contamination

Unless the rotating equipment is provided with suitable 
bearing housing seals, an interchange of internal and ex-
ternal air (called “breathing”) takes place during alternat-
ing periods of operation and shutdown. Bearing housings 
“breathe” because rising temperatures during operation 
cause gas volume expansion, and dropping temperatures 
at night or after shutdown cause gas volume contraction 
(Ref. 2). Open or inadequately sealed bearing housings 
promote this back-and-forth movement of moisture-lad-
en, contaminated air. 

To stop this breathing and resulting contamination, there 
should be no interchange between the housing interior 
air and the surrounding ambient air.  Breather vents (Fig. 

1) should be removed and plugged. 

Instead of the widely used (non-pressure-balanced) con-
stant level lubricators (Fig. 2), which allow the oil to come 
in contact with dirty air, a pressure-compensated (or “bal-
anced”) constant level lubricator should be installed (Fig. 
3 and Ref. 3).  Both devices will be explained more fully a 
bit later.
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Figure 1 -  A typical bearing housing, shown here 
without modern bearing protector seals

Figure 2 - Constant level (non-pressure-balanced) 
lubricator  (graphic courtesy of TRICO Mfg)
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Finally, full sealing of the bearing housing re-
quires the use of face seals. An API-610 compli-
ant magnetically-activated dual-face seal used 
on oil mist-lubricated rolling element bearings 
is shown in Fig. 4; a similar device is used to 
seal conventional oil-splash lubricated bear-
ings.  The use of a face seal, along with the 
other recommendations above (plugging the 
vent and using balanced oilers), will prevent 
the entry of all EXTERNAL contamination into 
the housing.

Beware of Non-Obvious Sources of 
Contamination and Insufficient 
Lubrication

Regardless of whether the bearing housing is 
sealed or not, the serious limitations of the oil 
rings (“slinger rings”) shown in Fig. 1 also need 
to be addressed, as they can be a source of IN-
TERNAL contamination.  Operating oil rings on 
rotating shaft systems that are not horizontal 
will cause the bronze slinger ring to spin and 
rub against the low side of the housing, result-
ing in severe wear on the ring.  The resulting 
bronze particles can clearly damage the bear-
ings.  

Beware of oil sumps with incorrect oil viscos-
ity, or with varying depths of oil ring immer-
sion, or incorrect roundness or rough surface 
finish of the slinger ring.  All of these condi-
tions can result in insufficient lubrication from 
the oil ring.  

Not all versions of “constant level” oilers will 
serve the reliability-focused user well.  The oil 
level below the reservoir bottle of most con-
stant level lubricators is contacted by ambient 
air (Fig. 2).  In these devices, a wing nut adjust-
ment sets the height of the transparent bottle.  
The oil level near the tip of the wing nut (Point 
“B” in Fig. 2) is contacted by the surrounding 
(ambient) air.  An increasing gas temperature 
(usually air, or an air-oil mixture) in the bearing 
housing (“A” in Fig. 2) tends to elevate pressure 

in the bearing housing. This elevated pres-
sure drives down the oil level in the housing 
(arrows in Fig. 2), increases the oil level in 
the narrow annular space above the tip of 
the wing nut, and can result in overflow of 
oil from the annular space onto the ground.  
When this happens, bearings starve for oil 
and will be quickly and permanently dam-
aged.   

Pressure-balanced oilers (Fig. 3) decrease 
downtime risk (Ref. 3).  They differ from the 
non-balanced type by incorporating an ex-
ternal pressure balance pipe so as to make 
sure that the pressure inside the bearing 
housing and the pressure at the tip of the 

wing nut in the constant level lubricator are 
always identical.  Consequently, the oil in the 
bearing housing is pushed downward by the 
hot gas (air) with the SAME pressure that is 
pushing downward on the oil in the oiler, and 
there is no change in the oil level.  

Bearing protector seals can greatly improve the 
cleanliness of the lubricating oil and extend the 
life and reliability of the rotating equipment.  
However, bearing protector seals serve no pur-
pose if oil contamination originates with oil 
ring inadequacies or if used with unbalanced 
oilers, or if the oil is not kept at the proper oil 
level.  

On the other hand, bearing protector seals 
clearly WOULD have helped prevent the large 
amount of water ingress into the oil of the 
bearing housing being drained below in Fig. 5.

Lip Seals vs. Rotating Labyrinth Seals

In today’s economy, many people ask “How can 
you justify spending $150 on a rotating laby-
rinth seal, when a lip seal costs only $5?”  The 
answer to this question requires us to look at 
the Total Cost of Ownership, not just the cost 
of the seal.

www.uptimemagazine.com 27

Lip seals will seal only while the elastomer ma-
terial (the lip) makes full sliding contact with 
the shaft (Fig. 6, upper portion).  Operating at 
typical shaft speeds on process pumps, lip seals 
show leakage after about 2,000 operating hours 
(Ref. 4).  To prevent contaminant intrusion, one 
would have to replace lip seals just before they 
fail --- four times per year, to be safe. In sharp 
contrast, modern rotating labyrinth seals incor-
porating the features seen in the lower portion 
of Fig. 6 (and also in Fig. 8) have been available 
and operating since 2004. As of this publica-
tion date, not one of the many thousands now 
running has been reported to have failed in op-
eration. Comprehensive statistical and probabi-
listic assessments using Weibull and WeiBayes 
analyses have been conducted.  One analysis 
included the few “failures” that occurred dur-
ing installation, yet still predicted a component 
life in excess of ten years. It would thus be very 
conservative to assume a four-year life before 
opting for an early and purely precautionary 
change-out of the various O-rings in the laby-
rinth seal.  It should be noted that, in modern 
bearing protector seals, these O-rings are field-
replaceable, whereas in the old-style seals of 
Fig. 7 they cannot be replaced by the user.

A comparison of the Total Cost of Ownership 
between a lip seal and a labyrinth seal will 
prove revealing. Our comparison assumes a 
cost of $10 for two lip seals (with 4 changes 
per year) vs. $300 for two rotating labyrinth 
seals (with one change every 4 years); in each 
case, the cost of maintenance labor would be 
$500 per event.  Lip seal replacements would 
cost ($10+$500)*4 =$2,040 per year, or 
$8,160 over 4 years.  Rotating labyrinth seals 
would cost ($300+$500)/4=$200 per year, or 
$800 over 4 years.  The cost of ownership of 
the rotating equipment with lip seals is about 
TEN TIMES the cost of ownership with modern 
rotating labyrinth seals!  By using  the available 
O-ring replacement kit (about $30 each), the 
cost of ownership of the labyrinth seals can be 
reduced even further.

Rotating Labyrinth Seals: How They Work 
and How They Differ

Findings of rapid payback and quantifiable fail-
ure reductions are supported both by industry 
statistics and the failure rate plots issued by 
several lip seal manufacturers. For decades, 
lip seals have been out of compliance with the 
minimum requirements stated in the widely 
accepted API-610 industry standard for cen-
trifugal process pumps (Ref. 5). Indeed, most 
rotating labyrinth seals are a good choice for 
bearing protection and will generally outper-
form lip seals by wide margins.

Figure 4 - Dual-face magnetic bearing 
protector seal in oil mist service

Figure 5 - Without bearing protector 
seals, large amounts of water are often 

found in bearing housings

Q u i c k T i m e ™  a n d  a
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It must be realized, however, that there are 
many types and designs of rotating labyrinth 
seals.  Different configurations will allow any-
thing from a minimal amount of “breathing” 
and virtually zero oil leakage, to a rather sig-
nificant amount of breathing and worrisome 
leakage. The amounts of breathing and leak-
age depend very much on the design and con-
struction features of a given brand and must be 
compared against the construction features of 
another design or brand.

Before deciding on a brand, a value-focused 
buyer will require potential vendors to pro-
vide test data and cross-sectional views that 
disclose the operating principles of different 
versions of bearing protector seals. Reliability 
professionals are not asking for the disclosure 
of proprietary manufacturing drawings; how-
ever, they are entitled to see exactly what they 
are about to purchase. Some vendors may re-
fuse or are unable to provide data other than 
marketing claims and anecdotal references, 
and they deserve neither one’s time nor active 
consideration.

When looking at different labyrinth seal de-
signs, note that certain old-style designs incor-
porate specially contoured rotating lip seals 
which slide on a stationary component (Fig. 7, 
right).  

Other seal designs are fitted with an O-ring 

that moves radially in and out of a groove (Fig. 
7, left). Some manufacturers use these O-rings 
only to make the seal into a cartridge-style as-
sembly and have ignored the consequences of 
an O-ring contacting simultaneously the sharp 
edges of the rotating and the stationary ele-
ments of the seal.  

Available area of contact is important in O-ring 
devices; basic engineering principles tell us 
that pressure equals force divided by area of 
contact.   When we apply a given force to a 
large area vs. applying the same force to a small 
area, the resulting contact pressures will differ 
in proportion to the ratio of the contact areas.  
Sliding one’s finger over the sharp edge (small 
contact area) of a knife will have more pressure 
(and do more damage!) than sliding one’s finger 
over the dull back of the knife (large contact 
area).  The sharp area of contact of the old-style 
labyrinth protector design shown above in Fig. 
7 (left diagram) is much more likely to damage 
the O-ring seal than the large, smooth area of 
contact shown in the design in Fig. 8

The rotating labyrinth bearing protector seal 
of Fig. 8 uses two O-rings to clamp the rotor 
to the shaft.  This makes it considerably more 
stable than seal designs that use a single O-ring 
as a clamp for the rotor (Fig. 7).  There is more 
stability with two clamping O-rings and the 
risk of rotor skewing or “walking” is reduced. 
If the dynamic O-ring of Fig. 7 were to make 
contact with the grooves in the stator, unde-
sirable frictional heat would be generated, and 
O-ring degradation would take place.  O-ring 
degradation (wear) is sometimes observed as 
“black oil.”

Certain modern bearing protector seals are en-
gineered hybrids (Fig. 9) that incorporate both 
the face-contacting features of a lip seal with 
the generous wide-contact and shut-off valve 
features of the modern rotating labyrinth seal 
in the lower portion of Fig. 6.    The lip seal 
shown in Fig. 9 provides excellent oil retention 

while sealing on an inter-
nal shaft sleeve to prevent 
damage (fretting) to the 
equipment shaft.  Mean-
while, the outboard laby-
rinth and shut-off valve 
keep out water and air-
borne particulates, which 
are a lip seal’s worst en-
emies. This design gives 
the user the “best of both 
worlds”.

Best Lube Application Practices Examined

Plant-wide oil mist lubrication systems have 
proven their superiority since the late 1960’s 
(Fig. 10 and Ref. 6), with demonstrated reduc-
tions of pump bearing failures from 80 to 90% 
(Ref. 7).  The advantages and disadvantages of 
oil-mist lubrication as compared to wet sump 
lubrication may be summarized as follows:

Advantages:
  •  Reduced bearing failures of 80 to 90%.
  •  Lower bearing operating temperatures 
       of 10 to 20 F.
  •  Flushing-off bearing wear particles.
  •  Slight positive system pressure elimi-
      nates contaminant entry.
  •  Reduced Energy costs of 3 to 5%.
  •  Reduced oil consumption of about 40%.
  •  No moving parts

Figure 6 - Lip Seal (Upper Illustration) and 
Modern Rotating Labyrinth Seal 

(Lower Illustration)

Figure 7 - Rotating labyrinth seals with (left) dynamic O-ring 
opposite sharp-edged groove and (right) a sealing lip engaging 

a tapered groove
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Figure 8 - Modern Bearing Housing 
Protector Seal. 

Note how rotor is clamped to shaft with 
two O-rings for stability, and how the large 
cross-section dynamic O-ring (brown color) 
contacts a large, smooth surface area for 

effective sealing. 
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Disadvantages:
  •  Capital investment
  •  Cost of compressed air

We had earlier commented on the demonstrat-
ed vulnerabilities of oil application methods 
that depend on oil rings.  While it is acknowl-
edged that oil rings are satisfactory as long as 

shaft peripheral speeds are neither 
too slow nor too fast (Ref. 3) and as 
long as shaft horizontality, ring im-
mersion, ring eccentricity, bore sur-
face finish and lube oil viscosity are 
well controlled, reliability-focused 
thinking has led to a re-examination 
of the vulnerabilities of oil rings.  

Elastomeric oil slinger DISKS (Fig. 
11) are being used by many equip-
ment owners to replace the oil 
slinger RINGS.  The disk is attached 
to the shaft with set screws, and 
eliminates ALL of the previously 
discussed problems with oil rings 
involving the shaft being out-of-lev-
el, too much or too little oil in the 
sump, oil viscosity, out-of-round-
ness, and surface finish roughness.  

Summary

Rolling element bearings are precision com-
ponents which require a very clean film of lu-
bricant in the appropriate amount (neither too 
much nor too little) in order to provide rotat-
ing equipment reliability and long life.  Modern 
bearing protectors can both prevent the entry 

of contaminants, as well as the loss of lubri-
cant.  Two types of modern bearing protectors 
are now available: contacting face-seals, and 
rotating labyrinth seals.  The payback period 
for a modern bearing protector, as compared 
to a lip seal, can be as fast as 4 or 5 weeks, after 
which it begins saving the equipment owner as 

Figure 10 - Oil mist lubrication applied to a pump 
housing in accordance with API 610, 10th ed.  Note 
dual mist injection points and use of face seals to 

prevent mist from escaping to atmosphere.

Figure 9 - Example of a Hybrid Labyrinth 
Seal and Lip Seal

Our Students Call It CSI...
for Engineers. 

We call it “Practical Plant Failure 
Analysis” It’s a reasonably-priced 
practical seminar with hundreds 
of hands-on examples designed 
for plant people and engineers.  
You’ll work with gears, bearings, 
shafts, belts, fasteners, seals, and 

a selection of corrosion examples.  With the hands-on analyses, 
you’ll learn how and why they fail – and how to diagnose the 
multiple causes. 
Th e public session is three days long and is held in Syracuse,NY 
in November.  Private sessions range from two to four days and 
can be held at your site.

From the Reliability 
Professionals who “wrote 
the book on logical and 
practical plant failure 

analysis”.  For more details 
contact Dale Gamba at

315-487-4390 or email us 
at reliable@twcny.rr.com

WANT INSTANT 

OIL CONDITION RESULTS?

On-site, portable 
or on-line:

Fuel and lubricating 
oil test kits, ferrous 
debris analyzers and 
sampling equipment 
from Kittiwake.

Water in Oil, Viscosity, 
Density, Insolubles, 
Base Number and more...
www.kittiwake-americas.com

Contact us;
Kittiwake Americas
678.905.5630 x801
keithm@kittiwake.com
kittiwake-americas.com
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much as $1,000 to $2,000 per year in avoided 
maintenance costs.
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Figure 11 - Elastomeric fl inger disk used 
for lubricant application (2008)
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More of the same has only served to bring us back to 
where we are.  Now that we’ve entered the 21st cen-
tury, we maintenance professionals have got to get 
serious about moving in a different direction, specifi-
cally in improving our core services.  One issue we 
must work on is getting fanatical about moving from 
reactive to proactive.  Interestingly, one approach to 
our reactive vs. proactive battle might be found in 
an early 20th century concept.  Now there’s juxta-
position, solving an epidemic problem in the 21st 
century with good ol’ fashion 20th century thinking.  
Consider it the maintenance equivalent of blood let-
ting, or leech application.

Consider this too, we might in fact be passively 
contributing to the cause of our reactive nature 
without being aware.  For example, I have noticed in 
American manufacturing that there is an overwhelm-
ing ignorance in establishing a proper maintenance 
structure.  We have by default, structured ourselves 
to be wholly reactive.  Take this simple test.  Is your 
maintenance structure designed to simultaneously 
address these three activities? 

     •  Preventive Maintenance
     •  Corrective Maintenance
     •  Emergency Maintenance

Now up the ante.  Same questions, but this time, 
raise the bar.  Can your organization simultaneously:

   •  Complete 100% of the preventive maintenance 
       activities, on time, every time?

   •  Plan and Schedule 100% of all corrective main-
       tenance?

       ~  Commencing priority 1s within 24 hours
       ~  Commencing priority 2s within 7 days
       ~  Commencing priority 3s within 14 days   

  •  Complete 100% of all emergency work, and not 
       sacrifice preventive or corrective maintenance?

Most maintenance leaders cannot provide objec-

’m hoping that this is an original quote, “you are where you are by doing exactly what it is that you’ve 
been doing”?  Said another way, “how can you expect to be better than you are, based on what you’ve 
been doing?”  It really is a definition of insanity to believe that you would accomplish more by merely 
doing more of the same.  In regards to equipment reliability, and the driving need to continually im-

prove; the status quo just isn’t getting the job done.

tive evidence that their organizations can respond 
to these issues, in force and with earnest.  What is 
keeping us from being successful?  It may be that we 
are structured wrong; in fact we are not even giving 
ourselves a chance to support the mission correctly. 

Why are these three maintenance services impor-
tant?  The importance of preventive and planned 
corrective maintenance is that these two systems are 
primarily responsible for moving organizations from 
a reactive mode to a proactive mode.  In order to 
address preventive maintenance, though, we have to 
spend time focusing on preventive maintenance.  In 
order to address corrective maintenance, we likewise 
have to focus our attention on corrective mainte-
nance.  At the same time, we must also respond to 
emergency work.  Preventive, planned corrective 
and emergency work has an egalitarian relationship; 
they pull equally against our resources and we act in 
kind by trying to cover all the bases while in a crisis 
mode.  We must, however, be prepared to and struc-
tured to address all three at the same time.

We can’t, in direct contrast to this notion, address 
any of these needs simultaneously because of our 
maintenance structure.  In fact, we operate and 
manage as if there is a hierarchical relationship.  
Emergency work takes precedence over corrective; 
taking priority over preventive.  Don’t believe me?  
Do you know of a time when a mechanic working 
on a corrective maintenance work order was ‘pulled’ 
from that job to work on an emergency job?  Do you 
know of a time that a PM was not completed because 
operations would not shut down the machine, or the 
technician was needed to work on a priority job?  
 
Our own ignorance and failure to see what is plainly 
in front of us has literally kept us from moving from 
reactive to proactive.  We aren’t guilty of malfea-
sance; but we are guilty of applying rigid thinking to 
a malleable problem.  It is the totality of our inability 
to identify our structure and act accordingly that 
makes this a root cause.

Establishing Proactive Maintenance
Effective Maintenance Structuring - Do It Now 

by John Ross

I
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loss of trust in the work order flow.  Loss 
of trust because we’ve failed to establish 
a maintenance structure that can cover all 
needs at the same time.

The rubric for a successfully responsive 
organization is to design a structure that 
can equally handle PMs, corrective, and 
emergency work; each without hesitation 
and without sacrifice to the other. 

My introduction to this concept occurred 
in 1995 as the maintenance department 
manager of a major cookware manufac-
turer.  I had just separated from the U.S. 
Air Force as a senior aircraft maintenance 
officer, and I was keenly aware of the value 
of a well-organized, well-staffed, well-dis-
ciplined, and well-funded maintenance op-
eration.  None of these adjectives matched 
what I found in my first ‘civilian’ job. Quite 
honestly, I was shocked at the poor level of 
maintenance organization.

This particular company had been in busi-
ness since 1776; and it was now 1995.  
They were quite literally the poster-chil-

Traditionally, a maintenance 
organization takes on a central-
ized or decentralized structure.  
A centralized organization 
places the maintenance depart-
ment outside the functional 
center of production, where all 
needs are met from a separate 
and common base (see Figure 
1).  At least in a decentralized 
structure (Figure 2) there is an 
attempt to divide up the el-
ephant and give each section of 
the plant a focused effort.  Nei-
ther is as effective in the 21st 
century as they could be, and as 
a result, we sometimes morph versions of 
these traditional structures; each providing 
segmented service and response, seeking 
out that magic ‘sweet’ structure that will 
satisfy all our needs; often in vain.

To be certain, there is nothing wrong with 
a hybrid maintenance structure.  What is 
a common pitfall, though, is a continu-
ously changing maintenance organization, 
moving in an effort to find what fits best, 
to find a home, never really arriving at that 
final evolution.  Our maintenance organi-
zations become the Lost Patrol of fable, 
always looking, but never finding their way 
home – or their rightful place.  

An absolute ‘tell-tale’ sign that your struc-
ture does not fit your needs resides at the 
bottom of your computerized maintenance 
management system work order file.  If you 
have a low priority work order (or several) 
that have been in the ‘system’ for over 1 
year; your structure is not working.  If op-
erators classify every work request ‘urgent’, 
‘’safety’, or ‘priority 1’; your structure is 
not working.  These are symptoms of a 

dren for reactive maintenance.  
They had no preventive mainte-
nance, no CMMS, no storeroom, 
no predictive maintenance, and 
absolutely no idea that it could be 
different.  I was about to rock their 
world in terms of structure and 
give them a working definition of 
proactive maintenance. 

There are two practices, I told 
them, that will move you from 
reactive to proactive, and you 
have to be committed to them in 
order to make the transition.  The 
first is a disciplined preventive 

maintenance program; and the second is 
a planning and scheduling process.  Pre-
ventive maintenance has to be done with 
100% commitment from maintenance and 
operations.  The resistance to compromise 
should be sacredly guarded. If we believe 
that preventive maintenance helps us to 
identify tomorrow’s breakdowns, why 
would we sacrifice 100% compliance?  

Planning and scheduling brings in the 
corrective concept of catching little issues 
before they become tomorrow’s headline 
failures.  There is slightly more flexibility in 
planning and scheduling than in preventive 
maintenance.  A 90% compliant planning 
and scheduling effort is most notewor-
thy and would be a great benchmarking 
achievement.  Planning and scheduling 
allows us to address the corrective mainte-
nance work orders identified earlier, many 
coming from the PM process.

Emergency work, quite honestly, is self-
explanatory.  Performing dedicated and 
absolute PM compliance and maintaining 
a great deal of truth and integrity in our 

Figure 2 - Decentralized Maintenance Organization
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Figure 1 - Centralized Maintenance Organization
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Figure 3 - Example of a Morphed Maintenance Sructure
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corrective maintenance activities will ulti-
mately net less emergency work.

I told my maintenance team that we had 
to get out of our reactive mode.  So, what 
was my plan to move this 219 year old 
company from heavily reactive to heavily 
proactive?  The answer, quite simply was in 
the structure!

Our first move was to create a dedicated 
preventive maintenance crew.  This team 
literally created the preventive mainte-
nance program from absolutely nothing.  
They researched what technical manuals 
we did have, interviewed more seasoned 
maintenance technicians, and performed 
a lot of trial and error.  They became, in 
time, a very dedicated and a very well 
informed PM crew.  These technicians 
worked on day shift and performed preven-
tive maintenance; 40 hours a week and 
nothing else.

We developed our off-shift (midnights and 
afternoon) maintenance personnel into 
what we called at the time, “hit crews”.  
My logic was simple; between 3:00 p.m. 
and 7:00 a.m., I only needed a workforce 
staffed and equipped to keep the plant 
running.  There were no heavy corrective 
repairs or projects on the off shifts.  Hit 

crews were well equipped and very knowl-
edgeable cross functional teams charged 
with responding to equipment break-
downs.  Using any means necessary (legal 
and safe), they were commissioned to keep 
the equipment running until the cavalry 
arrived (day shift).  I have since heard this 
concept referred to as “Do It Now”, or DIN 
squads.

We also created a team of line mechanics 
on day shift.  There were four production 
lines in the plant, and each was assigned 
their very own maintenance mechanic.  The 
primary role of this millwright was to walk 
the line, all day, make small adjustments, 
repairs, and any scheduled corrective 
repairs as needed.  On day shift, emergency 
repairs were handled by the line mechanics 
and hit crews as required; otherwise line 
mechanics performed scheduled work. PM 
crews continued their PM duties, uninter-
rupted.

Organizationally, we took on the structure: 
shown in Figure 4.

This structure gave me an ability to com-
plete 100% of my preventive maintenance, 
on time, every time.  We had the simul-
taneous ability to address any emergency 
work, and to work closely with our op-

erational partners to schedule and repair 
corrective work with our line mechanics.  
The collaborative nature of the operations/
line mechanic structure put the scheduling 
monkey squarely on the back of those hold-
ing the reins to equipment access.  Our op-
erational partners had to make equipment 
available, or risk permanent shutdowns.  
For our part, we never scheduled work we 
were not ready to perform.  Our results 
were stunning:  a move from 95% reactive 
to 5% reactive in only 18 months.

I have since come to learn that some orga-
nizations have capitalized on this approach 
and have added priority 3 (low priority) 
work orders to the tasks for the Hit Crew, 
or Do It Now Crew.  When there are no 
emergency calls, this dedicated team can 
work on those work orders that seem to 
congregate and clog the backlog with older 
and “overdue” work-orders.   Thus, the 
priorities are handled as in Figure 5.

Consider your structure.  Complete this 
simple paper-work exercise with your 
maintenance supervisors; answer these 
three questions:

   •  Are we completing all PMs on time, 
       every time?

   •  Are we responding to all emergency 
       work requests WITHOUT pulling 
       someone from scheduled maintenance 
       or deferring preventive maintenance?

   •  Are we completing every corrective 
       maintenance or routine maintenance 
       work order within 6 months?

If you cannot answer yes to each of these 
questions, maybe you need to re-organize 
to bring your reactive, preventive, and 
corrective work under control through a 
different maintenance structure. If so, I 
suggest that you Do It Now!

John L. Ross, Jr, Ph.D., is a Sr. Consultant 
with Marshall Institute Inc., an interna-
tional maintenance and reliability consult-
ing and training company based in Raleigh, 
NC (www.marshallinstitute.com ).  John 
has over twenty-two years of experience in 
maintenance and manufacturing, including 
the Air Force, consumer goods manufactur-
ing, and steel manufacturing.  He can be 
reached at jross@marshallinstitute.com   

Priority 1 
(Emergency) Priority 2 Priority 3 Preventive 

Maintenance

Hit Crew X X
Line Crew X X
PM Crew X

Figure 5 - By adding Priority 3 work orders to the Hit Crew’s duties, they 
can then clear the backlog of Priority 3 work orders when there are no 

Priority 1 work orders.

Mids Days Afternoons

Hit Crew
   2 Mechanics
   1 Electrician

X X X

Line Crew
(1, 2, 3, 4) X

PM Crew
   2 Mechanics
   1 Electrician

X

Figure 4 - Revamped Maintenance Structure
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 sk a motor manufacturer how long one of its motors is expected to live, and the response will be 
something like, “20-plus years in the right environment.”  Ask the same question in a facility that 
uses such a motor and the answer is more likely to be, “If we get five years out of it, we’ll be 
happy!”  Why does this discrepancy exist?  Why do motors die of an infant mortality instead of 

living to the ripe old age for which they are designed and built?  The answer has to do with the failure to 
optimize motor management and maintenance.  

Fortunately, in recent years, there has been a shift 
in philosophy with regard to motor management 
and maintenance.  Companies no longer regard it 
as a cost center or a necessary evil.  Rather, opti-
mizing the lifespan of motor assets is now consid-
ered an opportunity.  Business owners have come 
to recognize motor reliability as a decisive variable 
in overall profitability and competitiveness.  Previ-
ously, they purchased information systems and 
software programs to attack the challenge from 
different vantage points, but until now, technology 
has not provided a turnkey solution for optimizing 
the motor management and maintenance pro-
cesses. 
 
Four Levels of Software: A Puzzle With 
Pieces Missing 

Now companies recognize that optimal motor 
management and maintenance brings greater reli-
ability.  Greater reliability, in turn, ensures the 
best return on asset values, as well as less down-
time and therefore more cost-effective manufac-
turing.  This recognition led to the birth of reli-
ability centered maintenance (RCM), a coordinated 
approach to maintenance, communicated through 
a centralized base and directed toward the overall 
reliability of assets and machinery.  There are four 
levels of technology that facilitate this coordinated 
approach.  They are: 
  
Level 1: Technology-level software. 

The software in this category has been limited 
to identifying health concerns with motors.  It is 
designed around widely accepted standards for 
motor reliability and delivers alerts and alarms 
recommended by IEEE (Institute of Electrical and 
Electronic Engineers) or NEMA (National Electric 
Manufacturers Association).  These serve as a first 

level of notice that something is wrong with the 
motor or with the system in which it is installed. 

Level 2: Information management software.  

A handful of software tools are available that are 
designed to organize information about a specific 
asset so that a supervisor, planner or technician 
can rapidly identify trends or indications of prob-
lems related to that asset.  Much of this informa-
tion amounts to historical data on a motor allow-
ing personnel to track which systems the motor 
has been installed in and what kinds of problems it 
has encountered in the past.  
 
Level 3: CMMS, centralized maintenance manage-
ment software.  

Best-of-breed CMMS packages provide centralized 
information management on a company’s motor 
assets in a variety of technologies – electrical, me-
chanical, vibration, and others.  It is the central lo-
cation where work requests are initiated and work 
orders submitted and authorized.  The software 
tracks each asset’s work request and work order 
history so that personnel can look up the status 
and type of maintenance or repair work currently 
being performed on an asset. 
 
Level 4: EAM, enterprise asset management.  

Top-level recognition of maintenance as a critical 
portion of business decisions is the driver behind 
popular business-level software programs such as 
those produced by SAP.  CMMS software is often 
linked directly to a company’s EAM platform so 
that reliability and return on investment (ROI) of 
assets can be monitored directly at the highest 
levels to ensure cost-effective and competitive 
manufacturing.  Some EAM programs include their 
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A Cradle to Grave Approach
Motor Management at Its Best 

by Noah Bethel, CMRP
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own CMMS modules, which are, however, 
not usually best-of-breed software.  
  
While each of these technology levels is 
critical to the overall picture, they only 
present partial pieces of the puzzle.  
What has been missing is a turnkey ap-
proach to tracking motor management 
and maintenance cradle-to-grave. 
 
Cradle-to-Grave Approach

The ideal technology supports the entire 
motor management and maintenance 
effort from cradle-to-grave, without the 
need to purchase and integrate sev-
eral software packages.  The process of 
assuring motor reliability begins with 
specification.  It continues on to quality 
control upon receipt of the asset, then to 
proper storage, to pre- and post-installa-
tion verification, and to monitoring the 
asset while operational.  The final stage 
of the process is having the right infor-
mation to recognize when a motor has 
become afflicted with a terminal disease 
or is nearing the end of its life for other 
reasons.  Then the process begins again 
with a replacement motor.  
 
1. Precision Specification

Cradle-to-grave management software 
includes a tool for precision specification, 
a growing trend in motor management.  
When forward-thinking companies buy 
a motor today, they begin with strin-
gent specifications to make sure it is the 
highest quality motor available in the 
marketplace.  They know that it is more 
cost-effective in the long run to purchase 
a superior, highly reliable motor than to 
pay a low price up front and then waste 
resources on frequent repairs.  A cradle-
to-grave approach to motor management 
includes technology that allows motors 
to be pre-qualified at purchase to “design 
out” potential problems from the start.  
 
2. Quality Control

Quality control is a paramount, but often 
overlooked, component of reliability.  
Motors are sometimes defective upon 
arrival.  As such, much testing, trouble-
shooting and repair down the road could 
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be avoided with solid quality control at 
the time of receipt.  The old adage is, 
don’t buy a car that was built on a Friday.  
In other words, don’t buy a motor and 
count on its warranty, hoping for the 
best.   Starting with a new motor that 
is 100 percent perfect will increase its 
long-term life expectancy and decrease 
reliability concerns with its installed ap-
plication. 
 
3. Scheduling and tracking.  

Scheduling and tracking are important 
to the efficient use of a motor in any 
industrial environment.  For example, 
just like a human body, a motor needs 
regular check-ups and maintenance so 
that any trends pointing toward a health 
problem can be identified and corrected 
or reversed before they become terminal 
illnesses.  Because problems directly or 
indirectly related to a motor can be very 
subtle, thorough tracking of a motor’s 
history can identify negative trends.  Such 
tracking must be automated because 
people are generally too busy with other 
tasks to keep notes on the history of 
motors.  While everyone has good inten-
tions about maintenance, it is generally 
eclipsed by other priorities.  Further, 
the population of workers available to 
perform testing and analysis on motor 
assets is dwindling, making the need for 
automated scheduling and tracking that 
much more vital. 

Another important reason for tracking a 
motor’s reliability and maintenance histo-
ry is to be able to recognize the point of 
diminishing return.  If a motor’s problems 
and repairs are not tracked, investments 
may be made in maintaining and repairing 
it when it is no longer cost-effective to 
do so.  For instance, if a motor has been 
rewound 13 times, another rewinding 
is inadvisable because the motor will be 
very inefficient despite this maintenance 
effort.  

The fact is, if maintenance activities are 
not scheduled and tracked, they probably 
will not occur.  Furthermore, in the ab-
sence of automated scheduling, analysis 
and trending of data to identify condi-
tions leading to lower reliability, poten-

tial problems will be overlooked, and the 
plant’s competitiveness will suffer.  

4. Predictive Testing and Trending  

Testing and trending needs to be predic-
tive rather than just preventive or reac-
tive.  Let’s clarify that important distinc-
tion with a medical analogy.  Regular 
medical checkups are predictive in that 
the findings may predict illnesses.  A pre-
ventive measure would be taking vitamins 
on a regular basis to minimize the risk of 
unhealthy conditions.  However, since the 
body eliminates excess vitamins, it is not 
necessary to be predictive about taking 
vitamins, which would amount to taking 
a blood test every day.  Being reactive 
about one’s health would mean to stop 
eating junk food once diagnosed with a 
serious medical condition.  Like medi-
cal checkups, software-enabled predic-
tive maintenance is designed to identify 
conditions that are conducive to failure 
or lower reliability, so that they can be 
corrected to increase the life expectancy 
of an asset or motor.  

Cradle-to-grave reliability software tracks 
the history of repairs, or mean time 
between failures, to show faults so that 
their source can be identified and rem-
edied.  Without such historical informa-
tion, repeated repairs or continual clean-
ing of a motor may waste a company’s 
resources on correcting symptoms while 
missing the real disease. 
 
5. Tracking Installation History

Tracking the history of a motor itself is 
not enough.  Turnkey reliability software 
also tracks the history of the systems in 
which the motor is installed.  This is par-
ticularly important when a motor is used 
in a number of different systems, from 
fans to pumps to compressors.  If a motor 
fails as part of a pump, is sent to repair, 
installed in a fan, fails again, is repaired 
again, installed in a compressor, and fails 
yet again, it’s important to be aware that 
the motor has failed every time and to 
know why it failed.  Knowing whether it 
failed for the same or a completely differ-
ent reason each time is critical to making 
a decision about its future.  If analysis 
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shows that none of the failings are re-
lated, the motor may still have 10 years 
of life and is therefore worth maintaining. 

Here’s an example. Let’s say a motor’s ap-
plication history shows that its last failure 
was due to a ground fault when it was 
installed in a ventilation fan. A review of 
the fan’s history reveals that all of the 
last three motors installed in it failed due 
to insulation to ground. A common fault 
mechanism has now been identified and 
can be further investigated.  A technician 
is dispatched to the site and discovers 
that the motor above the fan is leaking 
grease into the fan’s motor. If the history 
of the fan and its motors had not been 
tracked, several more motors might have 
failed, wasting resources on repeated re-
pairs.  Again, it is critical to automate the 
tracking of where a motor has been and 
what problems it has encountered so that 
personnel can focus on making the right 
decision rather than spending valuable 
time on analysis.   

New turnkey software at the technology 
level now enables the comprehensive 
management and maintenance of motors 
through all these important stages of an 
asset’s life, from precision specification 
to recognizing when the motor must be 
replaced – in short, from cradle-to-grave. 
The software also delivers that informa-
tion to asset management platforms so 
that senior management can make deci-
sions that will continue to increase the 
company’s competitive edge. 

A Solution to Last a Lifetime 

As one of the most critical factors in 
reducing manufacturing costs, motor reli-
ability has to be taken very seriously if a 
company wants to increase its return on 
investment in motor assets. 

Keeping around several spare motors is 
not a profitable solution to reliability 
issues. Rather, the answer is a cradle-to-
grave approach to motor management 
and maintenance that begins with thor-
ough specification and qualification and 
tracks assets and the systems in which 
they are installed throughout their life-
time. A company that wants to be world 

class has no choice but to be world class 
in its motor management and mainte-
nance efforts. Thanks to new turnkey, 
best-of-breed software at the technology 
level, the motor reliability effort has just 
become a whole lot easier. 
 
Noah Bethel is Vice President of Product 

Development with PdMA Corporation. 
PdMA, based in Tampa, Florida, is a 
leader in the field of predictive mainte-
nance, condition monitoring applications, 
and the development of electric motor 
test equipment for motor circuit analysis. 
For further information, visit www.PdMA.
com or call 800 476-6463.

www.uptimemagazine.com
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The Dough Is In MRO
Optimizing the MRO Storeroom

by Tracy Smith

re you tired of maintenance having to do the “crib crawl” to find the parts they need?  Are you searching 
for ways to reduce maintenance material costs while improving asset performance?  Is your storeroom 
looking more like a war zone than a place for conducting business?   Look no further, the answer to 
these challenges lies in MRO Storeroom Best Practices.  

40

A
A key component in supporting effective and efficient 
asset management activities is the MRO Inventory Store-
room. 

The Storeroom’s primary roles are to secure, store and 
properly manage high usage and production critical ma-
terials.  An effective MRO Storeroom Operation helps 
get the right material, in the right quantity, in the right 
condition, to the right place, at the right time while 
minimizing total inventory cost.  The Storeroom plays a 
critical and value added role in helping to increase pro-
ductivity, improve asset performance and reduce overall 
MRO materials costs. As the saying goes “the dough is in 
MRO.”  More specifically, an effective and efficient MRO 
storeroom operation can…

  •  Increase maintenance productivity by 12 to 15%
  •  Reduce MRO material costs by 20 to 30%
  •  Reduce equipment downtime by 3 to 7% 

Applying these ranges to your own values will show you 
just how significant these improvements can be.   Main-
tenance, Operations, Purchasing and Stores are all ben-
eficiaries of a properly run MRO Storeroom Operation.  
The key to unlocking this value lies in MRO Storeroom 
Best Practices.

What are MRO Storeroom Best Practices?

Best Practices are the backbone of an efficient and ef-
fective MRO Storeroom Operation.  However, too many 
times MRO storerooms are neglected, improperly de-
signed, poorly operated, lacking documented processes, 

not staffed appropriately and working with corrupted 
data.  Historically, MRO inventories are one of the most 
inefficiently and ineffectively managed units of an orga-
nization.

This has a significant impact on productivity and reli-
ability.  A 1970’s article in Duns’ Review entitled “The 
High Cost of Bad Maintenance” identified the single 
biggest reason of high maintenance costs as problems 
related to MRO materials management.  On average, a 
maintenance technician will spend 1½ to 2½ hours per 
day trying to find the parts they need to get their work 
done.  If the right materials had been available, this time 
could have been reallocated to improving asset uptime 
and reliability.

To be fair, it is not always the storeroom’s fault.  If main-
tenance does not respect Stores’ policies and/or submit 
“timely” and “accurate” job plans identifying material 
requirements, then it can be difficult for Stores and Pur-
chasing to adequately service, in a cost effective man-
ner, every maintenance material need.  

MRO Storeroom Best Practices are defined as the most 
efficient and effective means to managing, storing and 
handling MRO inventory materials.  For example, clean, 
standardized and enriched MRO inventory data, separa-
tion of receiving and buying activities, inventory cycle 
counting, trained and skilled storeroom personnel, clean 
and well organized storeroom , automated requisition-
ing, reorder point optimization and key performance 
indicators are just a few of the critical MRO Storeroom 
Best Practices that create value and support asset reli-
ability efforts and operational needs.  

How do we improve MRO Storeroom 
Operations?

The first place to start the MRO improvement process 
is in the storeroom itself.  Once stable storeroom op-
erations have been established, maintenance and opera-
tions can work to improve their pre-planning efforts.
At first glance, this appears to be a daunting task. Trying 
to organize, store, identify and properly manage thou-

Figure 1 – Storeroom before Optimization 
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ally, a professional-looking storeroom fosters 
organizational respect and discipline, some-
thing that many MRO storerooms sorely need.  
The design of a storeroom should include:

  •  Definition of material storage and 
      square footage requirements
  •  Identification of storage media require-
      ments and suggested layouts
  •  Development of an inventory location 
      scheme
  •  Identification of office, issue, receipt, 
      kitting, and staging areas
  •  Recommendations on material handling 
      equipment 

Once the storeroom has been 
designed and built, it must be 

properly setup. Storage media must be moved 
in, parts relocated, databases developed and/
or updated.  There are two key steps to mobi-
lization: Data Setup and Storeroom Setup.

Data Setup — Developing and maintaining 
a clean, standardized and enhanced inven-
tory database is the “brick and mortar” of an 
EAM (Enterprise Asset Management) inven-
tory module and every MRO Storeroom Excel-
lence Initiative.  Poor descriptive information 
can reduce maintenance productivity and de-
crease asset uptime. 

Data integrity is a must.  Integrity requires 
that the data is clean, consistent, complete, 
and accurate. Data must be attribute-rich, 
classified, and satisfy all inventory record field 
requirements.  

Developing rich and meaningful MRO inven-
tory source data speeds up part sourcing and 
retrieval activities and facilitates detail report-
ing and analysis.  

Item numbers should be sequential and non-
intelligent.  Leave the intelligence for the oth-
er fields in the database.  Item descriptions 
should be developed in a noun, modifier, at-
tribute and value format utilizing a Standard 
Modifier Dictionary (SMD) approach.

Storeroom Setup — Correctly organizing, 
binning, and labeling inventory materials and 
locations is critical to easily finding and sourc-
ing inventory items.  Additionally, properly 
storing MRO inventories can extend parts life.  
Materials should be organized by usage and 
available cubic space, (with high usage items 
near issue points) and not by commodity. 

sands of disparate inventory items, with dif-
ferent and seemingly unpredictable demand 
patterns, creates an environment in which it 
is difficult to succeed.

Creating an implementation strategy that is 
simple, straight forward and thorough, is criti-
cal to a successful MRO Storeroom Operation.  
There are seven key elements to implement-
ing MRO Storeroom Best Practices.

The first step in this implemen-
tation process is to perform an 

assessment of the existing (or non-existent) 
storeroom operation.  The purpose is to iden-
tify gaps between the current environment 
and the best practice environment. An output 
of this assessment process is the development 
of a Project Implementation Plan that guides 
the facility and Stores operation from its pres-
ent state towards its future or “model” state.

This initial assessment should address all ele-
ments of storeroom operation and its integra-
tion to its partners. And those partners, main-
tenance, operations and purchasing, must be 
included in the analysis and re-design efforts.  
The assessment should be designed to answer 
questions such as:

  •  How are materials stored?
  •  What does the inventory data look like?
  •  Is the storeroom adequately designed?
  •  How is the storeroom staffed?
  •  What kind of savings can be expected 
      by implementing MRO Storeroom Best 
      Practices?

Once the assessment is complete, a formal 
presentation to management should follow. 
This will help expedite the “buy-in” process 
and serve to excite and educate management 
on the opportunities that are available by con-
trolling and properly managing MRO inven-
tory materials. 

Improving MRO Storeroom 
Operations begins with un-

derstanding exactly what items will be main-
tained in the Storeroom  A physical inventory 
will identify not only obsolete and unusable 
parts, but also highlight any duplication of 
items.  Once the universe of parts to be stored 
is identified, the physical redesign may pro-
ceed.  

MRO items must be properly sheltered, orga-
nized, identified, and labeled in order to be 
effectively and efficiently managed. Addition-

Operating an effective and ef-
ficient MRO storeroom opera-

tion is comprised of two parts.  First, standard 
operating procedures in the form of a Best 
Practice Model must be developed to guide 
implementation and process activities.   Sec-
ond, personnel must be trained and coached 
on Model practices and procedures. 
 
MRO Materials Model Development

The MRO Materials Model forms the basis for 
how the Storeroom is going to operate and 
conduct business with its partners: mainte-
nance, operations, and purchasing.  An MRO 
Materials Model establishes the ideal or best 
practice state for all storeroom materials man-
agement activities, and should contain infor-
mation such as:

  •  Key performance indicators
  •  Detailed procedures, process flow charts
  •  Storeroom roles and responsibilities;

A corporate-wide MRO Materials Model estab-
lishes the business rules and sets the “World 
Class” standards throughout the corporation.  
You can then move on to storeroom start-up.

MRO Materials Model Training 

Once the storeroom and database are prop-
erly setup and “Best Practices” have been 
defined and documented, the next steps are 
to provide new training, have the “ribbon cut-
ting” ceremony and go-live!! 

Training should focus around both the tacti-
cal and strategic aspects of operating a store-
room. 

Training for Storeroom Personnel – Training 
for storeroom personnel is tailored to those 
performing the day-to-day activities of man-
aging the inventory.  These individuals are 
primarily responsible for managing the move-
ment of materials, processing system transac-
tions, and performing housekeeping activi-
ties.  Some of the suggested training topics 
are listed below:

  •  Performing receiving activities (opening 
      boxes, checking packing slips, noting 
      discrepancies, etc.);
  •  Stocking inventories (storeroom returns, 
      receipts, and new items);
  •  Managing outgoing shipments (vendor 
      returns and repairable spares);
  •  Performing parts picking, issuing, kitting, 

Analyze

Design

Mobilize

Operate
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      staging and delivery activities;
  •  Performing cycle counting;
  •  Preparing materials for maintenance 
      equipment shutdowns;
  •  Maintaining target service levels.

Training for Storeroom Supervisor –  Training 
is also tailored to the Storeroom Supervisor, 
who has the primary authority and respon-
sibility for overseeing the management of 
storeroom inventories.  Some of the suggest-
ed training topics are listed below:

  •  Storeroom operations
  •  Key Performance Measurement  
  •  Leading MRO materials team 
  •  ABC Analysis
  •  Min / Max Modeling  
  •  Maintenance and Operations 
      Coordination

Once training is complete, it’s time to celebrate 
and go-live!!  Have a cookout.  Don’t forget to 
involve your “customers” (maintenance and op-
erations) and your partners (purchasing).

Once the new storeroom is up 
and running, the focus should 

be on delivering and measuring performance.  

The implementation of a storeroom perfor-
mance management program helps ensure 
the practices are tied to the organization’s 
objectives and are achieving the intended 
results.  Performance measurement involves 
tracking specific performance criteria: 

  •  Comparing results to benchmarks and 
      historical values
  •  Identifying needed improvements and 
      potential solutions to the problem.

There are several possible performance mea-
sures for MRO Storeroom Operations. The 
following are the most useful:

  •  Storeroom service levels

  •  Internal lead times
  •  Inventory accuracy

A hierarchy of indicators is utilized to pre-
vent small problems from becoming larger 
ones.  Performance measures must also carry 
some clout.  There must be accountability 
and consequences for poor performance as 
well as recognition and praise for good per-
formance.  As an old football coach once 
said, “If you aren’t keeping score, you are 
just practicing.”

After sound processes are in 
place and we are generating 

good historical data, it is time to optimize 
inventory levels.  This is where the rubber 
meets the road.   The right level of inventory 
minimizes the total cost of inventory.  What 
is desired is the optimal level of inventory to 
maintain.

Right sizing the inventory is just that. It is 
the process of analyzing operational risk and 
materials management transactional data and 
identifying the optimal reorder points and 
maximum level of inventory to maintain. 

The optimization process helps to achieve 
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Measure

Optimize

ON THE FOREFRONT OF THE

NEW INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION.

Problem
Solved.

Figure 2 – Storeroom after Optimization
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the correct balance between costs and acces-
sibility.

Staying on track, sustaining prog-
ress and continuing to improve 

can be a challenge.  There will be a point 
where the shine might wear off.  The key is 
to stick to the fundamentals and established 
standards and not wander off course even in 
times of revolt.

A good way to stay on the straight and nar-
row is to implement periodic MRO Storeroom 
“Best Practice” Sustainability Audits to ensure 
all plant implementation teams are on track 
and continuing to close Best Practice gaps.  
A formal ranking system based on the imple-
mentation of best practices will allow internal 
benchmarks to be established and progress to 
be measured.

Summary

Implementing MRO Storeroom Best Practices 
is critical to optimizing MRO spend and inven-
tory investment while supporting asset reli-
ability needs. 

What is equally as important is how these 
philosophies and measurement programs 
are implemented. The identification of best 
practices coupled with a simple but thorough 
implementation methodology shortens imple-
mentation time, accelerates organizational 
buy-in and facilitates the realization of long 
term and significant value within the plant 
and across the organization.

Tracy Smith is the Director of MRO Services 
for Performance Consulting Associates in Du-
luth, Georgia. PCA is an asset reliability con-
sulting firm that designs, develops, and imple-
ments best practices for maintenance, stores, 
inventory, and supply chain operations.  PCA 
has also developed a comprehensive Business 
Process and Procedures Model for stores, pur-
chasing, and the entire supply chain process.  
Tracy Smith can be reached at 770-717-2737 
or smith@pcaconsulting.com
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Figure 3 - Example of Results from Storeroom Audit
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hat is RCM?  By definition “Reliability is the ability of a person or system to perform and maintain 
its function under routine circumstances, as well as hostile or un-expected circumstances”.  When 
we apply this to accommodate and optimize the maintenance requirements of physical assets such 

as pumps, compressors, turbines and various other pieces of machinery typically found in an indus-
trial set-up in a continuous improvement framework, that is what constitutes the process of Reliability Centered 
Maintenance (RCM). 
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An Introduction for the New Reliability Engineer

by Umeet Bhachu, E.I.T.

The correct approach is in understanding RCM as a pro-
cess rather than a set of specific rules that guide us in de-
termining the predictive, preventative and corrective ac-
tions that must be taken in order to ensure that a physical 
asset performs to its required expectations.  The basis of 
such actions and strategies takes into account the eco-
nomics, environmental, safety and operational criteria 
for the asset in the given operating circumstances.  The 
set of maintenance decisions made to ensure that such 
conditions are met within justifiable cost budgets, and 
causing minimal impact to operations, are developed 
by carefully applying the RCM process.  One of the key 
motivations of applying RCM is its ability to optimize op-
erational expenditures by rationalizing the maintenance 
decision making process.  This is achieved by shifting 
the maintenance approach from a reactive model to a 
proactive model, performing on-going maintenance and 
monitoring of assets during their operation (proactive) as 
opposed to performing maintenance only at failure (re-
active).  It is important to realize that keeping the RCM 
process live during the service life of equipment helps 
to increase its effectiveness because it maintains a con-
stant review of the maintenance routines performed on 
a particular asset and allows the maintenance decision 
making process to change as new experience is gained 
during its operational life.  Think of this as a feedback 
loop to correct and improvise on past errors. 

In my opinion, a person applying the RCM process needs 
to ask the question, ”Is RCM truly needed in this par-
ticular situation?”  It is very important to first assess if 
implementing an RCM would be the cost effective way 
to fine tune the maintenance requirements or if explor-
ing other options, such as replacing failed parts or per-
haps up-grading to a better design, might better serve 
the purpose.  There are many factors that contribute to 
equipment failure and its frequency, and an RCM effort 
requires a lot of due-diligence, experience, effort and 
motivation on the part of maintenance and operation 
personnel involved in making it a success.  Implementing 
RCM in a larger organization such as a refinery is a very 
involved and laborious task and would do more harm 
than good if not properly planned and implemented. 

Fundamental Principles of RCM 

The RCM process emphasizes the use of both predictive 
and the more traditional preventative maintenance strat-
egies.  From an operational point of view RCM must take 
into account the consequences of equipment functions 
and functional failures.  Every failure mode needs to be 
considered in a logical manner to determine if mainte-
nance is required and what action needs to be taken.  
Predictive maintenance is performed while the equip-
ment is in operation to determine the future trend of 
the equipment and the probability of failure in the fu-
ture. Predictive maintenance is a cost effective approach 
since, in most cases, it does not disrupt the normal func-
tioning of the equipment.  The goal of predictive mainte-
nance is to either continuously or intermittently monitor 
equipment so that you can identify defects before func-
tional failure occurs.  Maintenance can then be planned 
and scheduled to occur at a cost efficient time based on 
the data gathered by the monitoring process and the op-
eration schedule.  Hence, it is often also referred to as 
condition monitoring. 

In contrast, preventative maintenance is a complete over-
hauling of equipment, whether or not it is warranted at 
a given point in time.  As an analogy, it can be thought 
of as the routine maintenance performed on cars after 
a regular interval of time, irrespective of the condition. 
While this approach was useful in many industrial set-
tings in the not so distant past, the complexity, size and 
scope of modern machinery makes carrying out such a 
strategy, in many cases, costly and inefficient. 

Prior to and while implementing the RCM, it is important 
to answer a series of questions that were initially de-
veloped by John Moubray, and which still form a crucial 
groundwork for developing the RCM plan.  

1. What are the functions and associated performance 
    standards of the asset in its present operating context?

2. In what ways does it fail to fulfill its functions?

3. What causes each functional failure? 

44
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4. What happens when each failure occurs? 
5. In what way does each failure matter?

6. What can be done to predict or prevent 
    each failure? 

7. What should be done if a suitable 
    proactive task cannot be found? 

These questions should provide a good guide-
line and framework to follow during setting 
up and directing the process.  However, along 
with answering these questions, the RCM ana-
lyst should bear in mind that the purpose of 
implementing the RCM in the first place is to 
reduce maintenance cost and increase asset 
efficiency.  Merely addressing the above ques-
tions in a narrow context will lead to an unsuc-
cessful RCM program and higher maintenance 
costs, which would do the organization more 
harm than good.  For instance, both long term 
and short term failure consequences should be 
examined.  Careful note should be made of the 
cross discipline issues involved with the vari-
ous functional failures, i.e. instrumentation, 
electrical failure modes, etc.  We could have 
a failing in-board mechanical seal because the 
pressure gauge mounted on the in-board seal 
malfunctioned, leading to an incorrect assess-
ment of the condition of the seal, leading to 
its eventual failure.  It would also be wise to 
take into consideration the size of implemen-
tation, and if enough experienced staff could 
be made available without tying up the other 
functions of the organization.

In the past, a number of world class organiza-
tions have come to the realization that RCM is 
costing them a lot of money and was increas-
ing year after year.  Having introduced all the 
requirements of RCM, the conclusion was that 
while a company was profitable, the mainte-
nance department was not and it fell below 
the expected standards. 

The Decision to Apply and Implement 
the RCM Process – A Practical Look 

Arriving at the decision to implement and 
carry through with the RCM process is the 
most difficult stage of the process.  Making 
this decision requires efficient planning and 
resourcefulness on the part of management 
and the rest of the teams.  I will walk through 
a practical example that highlights the various 
questions that are encountered during imple-
mentation. 

In contrast to failures encountered in some of 
the other industries, the failures encountered 
in process plants are random.  An aircraft 
hydraulic pump operates under predictable 
circumstances, where as a crude pump in a 

refinery application has many constraints and 
probabilities of failures, such as operator er-
ror, alignment issues, lube oil contamination, 
etc.  One might argue the fact that it would 
be more appropriate to fully investigate such 
issues at the pre-design stage, which would 
prove to be much more economical then 
spending the  money, and tying up entire 
teams of people, to perform a Failure Modes 
and Effects Analysis (FMEA). 

From a practical standpoint, I have noticed 
a lot of pumps in many refineries failing as a 
result of bearing failures.  These bearing fail-
ures, among other things, are a result of lube 
oil contamination by water and various other 
particulates.  If one were to replace all the 
bearings on the 600 plus pumps in a refinery, 
that would translate into a great deal of mon-
ey.  Applying an RCM/FMEA process on such 
an application would, again, be very costly, 
time consuming and might not justify the cost 
of implementing the modification changes 
identified by FMEA.  On the other hand, tack-
ling this issue at the pre-design stage by tak-
ing into account the cause of such failures and 
designing better bearing protectors would be 
an efficient and economical approach.  

A great deal of complexity comes into play 
when trying to decide and implement RCM on 
failures that are random in nature and have 
multiple constraints as seen above.  Usually 
a good approach in such circumstances is to 
emphasize predictive or condition based 
maintenance in order to prevent and reliably 
recognize such failure prior to their occur-
rences.  

The challenges involved in implementing RCM 
can lead to certain important questions that 
one should ask during the planning stage to 
explore other, possibly more efficient avenues 
than RCM.  These would include: 

1.  What is the weakest component in an 
     equipment failure and can we equate it 
     to the equipment lifecycle?

2.  Is it better to implement RCM in-house 
     or hire an external consultant? 

3.  What is the cost outcome of implement-
     ing various decisions with and without 
     RCM? 

Answers to the above questions would help us 
make the process more productive and profit-
able. 

Tools Used in Implementing RCM 

There are various tools that are used in per-

forming the RCM analysis and establishing a 
cause-effect relationship between system fail-
ures and performance. Some of the analytical 
tools used are: 

  •  Failure modes, Effects and Criticality 
       Analysis (FMECA) 

  •  Root Cause Analysis (RCA) & Fault Tree 
       Analysis (FTA)  

  •  Risk Based Analysis (Using a control 
       matrix) 

  •  Weibull Analysis (Statistical modeling 
       of failures) 

Every tool plays an important part in the anal-
ysis process, and in determining the possible 
causes and effects of failures.  Failure modes, 
Effects and Criticality Analysis is a frequently 
used tool that helps to prioritize causes of fail-
ures based on their potential consequences 
and probabilities of occurrence, and to clas-
sify actions that could be taken to mitigate 
their harmful affects on the process.  A simple 
FMECA analysis can be performed on paper 
or using Excel.  There are also many software 
packages on the market today that are used 
for more complex analysis performed at larger 
sites such as manufacturing plants and petro-
leum refineries. 

On the statistical end, Weibull Analysis is an 
excellent tool that can be used to study and 
relate the effects of performing maintenance 
on particular assets and their failure rates.  Ex-
cel can be used in performing this simple, yet 
very useful, analysis to study if certain main-
tenance decisions implemented as a result of 
the RCM process were successful in reaching 
their target.  Like FMECA and other tools, 
various software packages can also be used 
to perform advanced Weibull Analysis which 
takes into account complex parameters. It is 
well known that the ‘Bathtub Curve’ in reli-
ability engineering helps to categorize the 
various failure rates versus time.  A product 
batch that follows the classic bathtub curve 
will have a higher failure rate at the beginning 
of the product’s life (labeled as Infant Mortal-
ity, which might be due to poor design of the 
product).  The curve decreases over time into 
a relatively constant failure rate, with the fail-
ures occurring as a result of random circum-
stances, which are hard to prevent.  However, 
these failures can be mitigated through ac-
curate condition monitoring and predictive 
techniques.  The final phase of the curve takes 
an up-ward slope of increasing failures, which 
happen as a result of age and normal wear and 
tear of the product.  Weibull analysis helps us 
in understanding these failures by plotting 
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These web workshops are not to be confused with typical webinars and are non-commercial educational learning events. Reliabilityweb.com® and Uptime® are 
proud to be able to leverage our technology and deliver COST FREE – TRAVEL FREE workshops from the convenience of your desktop. Train alone or in groups.

Cost: FREE
Where: Your PC or MAC
When: Throughout 2009 - Check the schedule online at www.reliabilityweb.com
How: You can connect using our FREE VoIP audio system (requires headphones or 

speakers) or you can dial in using a standard telephone.

Choose your reliability
destination with a Reliability 
Roadmap Web Workshop
Reliabilityweb.com® and Uptime® Magazine know times are tough with travel and training budget 
reductions, less personnel and being asked to produce more with less resources. Now you can stay 
close to home and get information to help your company create a reliable operation.

The 2009 series of Reliability Roadmap Web Workshops includes sessions for executives, managers, 
supervisors, and technical level inspectors with topics and leading subject matter experts and Authors.

Root Cause Failure Analysis by Jack Nicholas 
Jr., Coauthor and editor of Root Cause Failure Analysis
This 12 part workshop series provides an outline presentation of 
fundamentals of root cause failure analysis (RCFA) theory and 

practice. Special guest presenters include 
Neville Sachs, Mark Galley, Robert Latino and 
more.  Two motor failure case studies are also 
included.

Selecting the Right Manufacturing 
Improvement Tools by Ron Moore, Author of
Selecting the Right Manufacturing Improvement Tools
This 9 part workshop series provides an excellent review of the most 

popular improvement tools and strategies - 
Lean Manufacturing, Kaizen, including 5S, 
Kanban, Quick Changeover, and Standardiza-
tion, Total Productive Maintenance, Six Sigma, 
Supply Chain Management, Reliability Centered 
Maintenance, Predictive Maintenance (or Condi-
tion Monitoring), and Root Cause Analysis.

Reliability-Centered Lubrication by Mike Johnson, 
Independent Machinery Lubrication Expert
This 12 part workshop series based on a Society for Tribologists and Lubrication 
Engineers (STLE) series of papers provides a technically precise machine 
re-lubrication plan which is one of the more important functions that plant 
management can provide to protect plant productivity.

Creating Cultural Change for Maintenance
& Reliability Professionals by Steve Thomas, 
Author of Implementing Cultural Change In Organizations
This 3 part web workshop series de mystifies the concept of organiza-

tional culture and links it with the eight elements 
of change:  leadership, work process, structure, 
group learning, technology, communication, 
interrelationships, and rewards. If you want to 
break the cycle of failed improvement programs 
and instead use cultural change to help make 
significant and lasting improvements in plant 
performance, this book will show you how.

Electrical Reliability & Arc Flash Web 
Workshops led by Independent Experts
Please join us for a 10 part Reliability Roadmap Web Workshop series designed 
to enhance electrical safety. There is a fair amount of confusion and misunder-
standing in terms of Arc Flash, NFPA 70E, CSA Z462 and other issues surrounding 
electrical safety. This series brings together a series of leading experts to provide 
a clear understanding of todayʼs standards and what constitutes best practice.

Infrared Thermography Level 1 by Wayne Ruddock, 
Independent Infrared Expert
This 23 part course follows the recommended training requirements of ASNT for 
Level I Thermal/Infrared Certification. The hands-on workshops ensure that the 
participants should have mastered the skills necessary to not only operate their 
infrared system but to perform various inspections and report on their findings.  
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them against ‘Median Rank’ which is an esti-
mate of the proportion of the population that 
will fail by a certain number of operational 
cycles. The plot gives us the Weibull shape 
parameter called Beta (ß) among other things. 
When ß is less than 1, we know that the fail-
ure rate of the population is decreasing, which 
could suggest that the maintenance or design 
changes implemented as a result of RCM have 
been successful.  When ß is equal to 1, the 
population will have a constant or random 
failure rate, in which case one should stress 
condition monitoring methodologies. Finally 
if ß is greater than 1, the population has an 
increasing failure rate and options such as run 
to failure or design changes need to be ex-
ploited.  As a note, it’s worth mentioning that 
Weibull Analysis constitutes an important tool 
in determining warranty requirements.  Since 
it is capable of determining, at the very least, 
the probability of failure associated with an 
asset or design after a given number of cycles 
or time frame, it is capable of generating im-
portant analytical data in determining how 
much warranty a particular asset should be 
given based on its design to failure, thereby 
improving odds against competition. 

There are other tools such as Risk Based In-
spection (RBI) to determine and develop re-
liability and maintenance routines.  The RBI 
process takes into account economic impact, 
danger to environment and safety, probability 
of occurrences and classifies actions based on 
a Risk Matrix to develop a maintenance pro-
gram to tackle higher risks task first, followed 
by the ones lower in priority.  This helps re-
duce costs and equipment downtime during 
plant shutdowns.  It is a particularly useful 
tool used in the pulp and paper industry as 
part of the asset management program. 

Concluding RCM and its Advantages 

Implementing RCM can provide potential 
benefits to specific organizations if it is se-
lectively chosen and planned.  It is a pro-
cess that should be slowly and progressively 
implemented in larger organizations to avoid 
confusion or making it a too cumbersome for  
maintenance management.

First and foremost, it helps to increase asset 
efficiency, which translates into better pro-
ductivity and cost savings for organizations 
seeking to cut maintenance vis-à-vis operat-
ing costs.  Some of the other benefits derived 
can include: 

  •  Better public and environmental safety 
  •  Better view of resource requirements 

      that help implement efficient Enterprise 
      Resource Planning (ERP) strategies. 
  •  Motivation to perform in a team envi-
      ronment and better team building 
  •  Development of a concise and compre-
      hensive database of information 

Reliability Centered Maintenance is not a 
quick fix solution for maintenance problems, 
and it requires planning and management 
support for successful implementation.  The 
approach requires a team effort at the man-
agement and technical level to accomplish its 
directives.  It is an active approach in that it 
requires active participation and live imple-
mentation by operating, maintenance and de-
sign personnel.  Since its introduction in the 
aircraft industry during the early 80’s, RCM 
has helped a multitude of companies across 
the spectrum of industries to increase uptime 
and become more competitive in the market-
place.  It would advantageous for engineers 
new to this field to explore, plan and, if found 
viable, to implement best practices within the 
RCM framework to help their organizations 
reduce costs, prioritize safety and dramatical-
ly cut down-time and equipment failure rates. 

References
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he use of ultrasound as a predictive tool has been with us for over 35 years.  Despite this vintage, the 
use – and indeed, the understanding – of this technology is still not widespread.  The purpose of this 
article is to explore the vast range of application of airborne technology from simple to sophisticated.  
A “Part 2” article in the November edition will explore contact ultrasound applications.

There’s Something in the Air
What Problems an Airborne Ultrasound Program Can Help Identify

 
by Thomas J Murphy, Eng

The Basics

Ultrasound can be very simply defined as any sound 
with a frequency above 20kHz, that is above the high-
est frequency a young adult can detect.  This is a big, 
big frequency range.  Medical ultrasound instruments 
can often be using ultrasound in the megahertz range. 
The typical frequency range used by predictive main-
tenance ultrasound systems is much lower – normally 
in the 30-40kHz region.

Ultrasound is inaudible. Traditionally, ultrasound sys-
tems use heterodyning or mixing techniques to pres-
ent a signal to a headset, which would typically have 
an audible 2kHz frequency range.  Once you get past 
the “cheap and cheerful” ultrasound system (which 
merely click or whirr to represent the presence of an 
ultrasound signal) to one which uses this mixer tech-
nology, you have an instrument which actually allows 
you to listen in on what is going on far beyond our 
human range of hearing.  In fact, some instruments 
on the market allow you to change the mixer frequen-
cy so that you can listen to frequencies up to almost 
200kHz.  This is fascinating when you think about it 
– you can actually listen in on what is happening far 
beyond the capability of our ears.  If there is a click, 
knock, rattle, whirr or hiss at 40kHz, that’s just what 
you hear when you set your instrument to be within 
2kHz of that frequency.

Measuring Ultrasound

Ultrasound is treated, quite rightly, as a sound, which 
means that when we quantify the level of ultrasound 
signal we are listening to, we use a decibel scale.  Un-
fortunately, the arrival of the electronic calculator 
in the ‘70s meant that complex arithmetic could be 
performed without the aid of log tables.  Because of 
that technology, very few people understand decibels 
anymore. 

Log tables helped in all manner of engineering feats. 
Two key features of this relatively simple arithmetic 
are that:

1.  Any number can be represented as a power of 10. 
     For example, we all know that 10,000 = 104.  The 
     log of 10,000 is 4.  The log of 20,000 would be 4.3.

2.  When we want to multiply two numbers together, 
     we add their logs.  When we want to divide, we 
     subtract their logs.  This means that any multi-
     plication or division of numbers could be reduced 
     to simpler addition and subtraction just by using 
     log tables.

The depth of the misunderstanding of the decibel 
scale has even spread to the pages of this and simi-
lar learned publications, so let’s review a few points 
about dBs as they are known.  For example, dBs are 
never multiplied or divided.

The dB is a logarithmic ratio scale and you cannot have 
a ratio without a reference value.  In itself, it is not a 
unit of measurement.  The measurement unit is the bit 
on the end:  dB(A), dBm, dBV or dBμV could be termed 
units of measurement, but dB on its own is meaning-
less.   For example, the equation which defines the 
dBμV used in SDT’s ultrasound is:

20log10 (V1/V0)

Where V0 is the reference voltage of the ultrasound 
detector, namely 1μV.  Simply quoting a dB and not 
quoting a reference is highly misleading since, with-
out a reference value, you might be comparing apples 
with bananas. 

Using this scale, an increase in ultrasound by a factor 
of 2 would increase the ultrasound level by 6dBμV.  
The increase from 20 to 26dBμV is the same as the 
increase from 50 to 56dBμV, since it is an increase of 
6dBμV which corresponds to a doubling in the ampli-
tude of the ultrasound measured.

Right.  Well, now that the boring (but important) ex-
planation is over, what can I do with ultrasound?
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An air leak has quite a distinctive ultrasonic 
signature.  You can hear a rushing or roar-
ing noise similar to an aircraft engine.  What 
we are effectively listening to is flow, we are 
also basically listening to friction.  Finding 
air leaks is very simple.  In fact, it is easy.  
Anybody can do it with only a nominal 
amount of training.  Since it is not a special-
ist function, it is an inclusive technology.  A 
comprehensive program of leak detection 
can turn a company around by increasing 
profitability and, therefore, competitiveness.  
Compressed air is expensive – frequently the 
most expensive energy resource used in the 
business.  It is sometimes an interesting ex-
ercise to refer the cost of your air leaks to 
the input of your manufacturing process.

Consider a producer of potato chips making 
millions of packs per year which are sold for 
a profit of 5 cents per pack.  Now consider 
that you have an annual cost of producing 
(and leaking) compressed air of $100,000.  
That means that you will have to sell, pro-
duce, package, ship, invoice and case the 
money for 2 million packs of chips just to 
pay for the air leaks!

If you reduce your air leaks to an annual 
cost of $10,000, you could use the savings 
to fund a promotion to give away 1,800,000 
bags of chips and still have the same income!  
What’s the value of that competitive edge?

Vacuum Leaks –  If you have a vacuum sys-
tem, you will know just how difficult it is to 
find a vacuum leak without ultrasonic assis-
tance.  The mechanism of sound generation 
is similar to that of a positive pressure leak, 
but in the case of a vacuum the sound is not 
travelling towards you but instead is being 
drawn back into the pipe. 

The sound of a vacuum leak is similar to that 
of an air leak, but inherently, the vacuum 
leak is quieter.  If you have to find a vacuum 
leak then, in the presence of air leaks, you 
could have a problem.  Training helps out 
here and a Level 1 ultrasound certification 
would be a good investment if you may po-
tentially run into this kind of problem.

To accurately identify a vacuum leak you 
must work hard to increase the sensitivity 
of your detector, block out competing ultra-
sound sources or both.  For this reason many 
of the ultrasound equipment manufacturers 
produce an acoustic horn, which is a wonder-
fully useful device in the world of acoustics 

The Applications

Compressed Air Leak Detection – An ultra-
sound system allows me to hear in a dif-
ferent part of the audio spectrum from my 
normal hearing.  If you turn that statement 
around, you understand that an ultrasound 
instrument does not hear what is in the au-
dible range of human hearing.  This means 
that I can take an ultrasound system into the 
loudest of factories, into the loudest of au-
dible sound fields, and it doesn’t make any 
difference in the ultrasound detector’s abil-
ity to detect ultrasound sources.

There are many common applications for 
airborne ultrasound.  Perhaps the most com-
mon is compressed gas leak detection.  The 
gas is normally air, but in many cases it is 
also Nitrogen, Oxygen, Hydrogen, Carbon 
Dioxide, Argon and many others.

Skeptics often say that they can hear air 
leaks.  Within a very small range of controls 
this is quite true.  If there is no background 
noise, a relatively large leak will be audible.  
However, if you look at the frequency range 
of the noise generated by an air leak, only 
about 10% of the energy produced is in the 
audible range.  The peak frequency range 
is 30-40kHz.  So, those same skeptics wan-
dering around a shut down factory will hear 
some, but far from all, of their air leaks.

There is a parallel between air leaks and the 
profile of machinery breakdowns – and both 
of these carry a passing resemblance to the 
ancient Japanese technique of death by a 
thousand cuts.

In the world of reliability, we know that it is 
not the big high profile, once in a lifetime, 
failures which ruin a business’s reliability, it 
is rather the multiple high frequency, low 
impact, chronic failures.

So it is in the world of air leaks.  Finding 
and fixing the few big air leaks is all well and 
good, but it is equally important to find and 
fix the dozens (or maybe hundreds) of small, 
inaudible, air leaks as well.  These small, 
chronic leaks soon add up to being a major 
drain on your compressed air system.  This 
statement, which I have often heard, “We 
saved our money and didn’t buy an ultra-
sound system.  We just listen for our leaks 
on the weekend.” should now be seen for 
the absurdity that it is.

– and one which is still used extensively in 
the loudspeaker industry today.  The beauty 
of an acoustic horn is that by controlling the 
relative dimensions of the throat, the mouth, 
and the length and profile of a horn, you can 
tune it to quite a narrow range of frequency 
– effectively it resonates. 

The beauty of such a horn is that you could 
produce an amplification of more than 
26dBμV which is a factor of 20x higher sen-
sitivity.  However, you do so at a price – the 
horn will have a very narrow frequency range 
over which this amplification will be present.  
Move outside this range and the horn could 
even reduce your sensitivity to a level below 
what you would have without the horn.

Vacuum systems are quite widespread – 
chemical and pharmaceutical processes fre-
quently require vacuum to initiate a chemi-
cal reaction.  No vacuum, no reaction, no 
production.  This tends to sharpen the in-
terest of these industries in ultrasonics.  In 
this energy-poor environment we must now 
work in, it must surely be unacceptable to 
simply buy another vac pump if you don’t 
have sufficient vacuum.

Steam Leaks – High pressure steam leaks are 
potentially deadly. If you are using super-
heaters, for example, you could be operat-
ing at a temperature over 300ºC, perhaps up 
to nearly 600ºF.  A high pressure leak could, 
therefore, be generating an invisible lance 
which can easily cut through a human.

“Something so important must have an im-
portant detection system in operation,” I 
hear you cry.  Not so, it is still quite com-
monplace to find people using long poles or 
even broom handles with rags tied on the 
end to find such leaks – when the rag twitch-
es you have a steam leak.  A few years ago 
in the UK there were two near fatalities us-
ing this procedure, which finally resulted in 
it being banned and replaced with ultrasonic 
inspection.  

As noisy as a compressed air leak is, the tur-
bulence generated by a steam leak is even 
greater, which means that there is even 
more ultrasonic noise.

Electrical Inspection

Ultrasound can be used to find three com-
mon electrical problems: corona, tracking 
and arcing.
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Corona is ionization of air 
molecules and a surface partial 
discharge. Ionization of the air 
is not likely to take place at 
voltages below 4kV.  The pres-
ence of corona indicates that 
there is a problem and that 
this problem requires atten-
tion to prevent the problem 
from getting worse.  Corona 
is particularly problematic in 
high voltage switchgear and 
transmission components. 
Sadly for thermographers, co-
rona does not generate heat, 
so it is not detectable using an 
infrared camera.

In recent years, arcing and 
tracking have become major 
topics in the world of infrared 
inspection of electrical cabi-
nets.  An ultrasonic inspection 
of a panel prior to opening it 
is now considered to be best 
practice - with good reason.  
Ultrasound is sound, and sound 
travels through gaps in doors 
and door frames and bounces 
around inside a cabinet.  Using 
an airborne ultrasound sensor 
on a door which is not water-
tight would therefore identify 
any crackling sounds inside 
the cabinet which might be 
coming from arcing or tracking events.
 
Figure 1 is an example taken from a 13.8kV 
step-down transformer showing an insula-
tor with a tracking problem before and after 
cleaning.  As seen in Figure 2, the presence 
of activity after cleaning shows that there is 
a residual problem which will require more 
detailed repair action.

Tightness

Mentioning watertight electri-
cal cabinets brings me to anoth-
er major use for airborne ultra-
sound – tightness testing.

Now, instead of using a physical 
source of ultrasound like those 
discussed previously, we are go-
ing to generate ultrasound with 
a transmitter (loudspeaker) and 
listen to that sound.  If I place a 

transmitter inside a sealed box, the sound of 
the transmitter will not be able to get past 
the seals of the box, so it can only be heard 
on the outside, like in the case of a car with 
a powerful sound system, by vibrating the 
panels of the box.

This simple idea opens up almost unlimited 
applications for airborne ultrasound.  But, as 
with all simple ideas, there are some catch-
es.  The transmitter you rely upon to provide 

the source of your ultrasound 
must be stable and give a re-
peatable amplitude of signal 
source.  Otherwise you could 
be in a situation where the 
combination of transmitter 
instability and poor detector 
sensitivity would make a leak 
inaudible.

This is actually the globally 
recognized and preferred 
method for inspecting hatch 
covers of cargo ships for tight-
ness, an ultrasound transmit-
ter and airborne detector.

Put a transmitter inside a car, 
close all the doors and win-
dows and you can find where 
all the gaps are – in some cars 
you can find a pinhole gap 
and that gap will make an au-
dible difference to the owner 
of that car.

This same test method is used 
to inspect heat exchangers, 
tractor cabs, buses, trains, 
trucks, vans, vacuum cham-
bers, autoclaves, windows and 
roofs on buildings, watertight 
bulkhead doors and more ap-
plications are being added to 
the list every month.

Mechanical

Surely it is a contradiction in terms to con-
template using airborne ultrasound for me-
chanical applications.  Not so. In fact, there 
are many mechanical applications where the 
ability to inspect without making physical 
contact can be highly beneficial.

I mentioned before that we 
could listen to friction.  I can 
perform an FMEA (Failure Modes 
and Effects Analysis) exercise to 
identify failure modes which 
are associated with friction.  If 
I have instances where the ul-
trasound generated by that 
friction can become airborne 
then I can use airborne ultra-
sound detection to isolate the 
problem.  The only thing that I 
need is an air path between the 
sound source and my sensor.  

Figure 1- Insulator on 13.8kV step-down transformer before cleaning

 

Figure 2 - The same insulator after cleaning still shows problems.

 

Figure 3- Time signal of slapping drive belts.
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Some examples include:

Drive belts

Belts can be loose, belts can be tight, and 
belts can be running on misaligned pulleys.  
Loose belts will slap and produce a noise 
similar to a whiplash.  Tight belts and mis-
aligned belts will generate additional fric-
tion which will again be audible ultrasoni-
cally.   Figure 3 is a sample time signal of 
some slapping belts.

Couplings

Couplings can be misaligned, and cou-

plings can be loose.  Infrared training tells us 
that a misaligned coupling generates heat.  
This heat is generated by the periodic fric-
tion caused by the coupling being squeezed 
with each revolution.  Remember, friction 
we can hear.  So, a misaligned coupling will 
generate periodic friction and, therefore, 
a periodic ultrasound signal like the one 
shown in Figure 4.
 
A loose coupling will generate an ultrasound 
signal caused by the fretting of the coupling 
halves rattling.  This fretting will be more 
harsh and less periodic (see Figure 5) in na-
ture than misalignment.

Chains

Very few people 
with chain drives 
have any predictive 
or even non-intru-
sive inspection pro-
grams for chains.  
This is a shame 
since it is so easy 
to inspect a chain 
using ultrasound.  

PREVENTIVE MEASURES.
THAT’S THE POWER OF PREDICT.

www.predictinc.com
800-543-8786

PREVENTIVE LUBRICATION

We see what
      you are missing.
Predict will analyze your oil quickly and 
identify problems and ineffi ciencies before 
they cause machine downtime and put a 
stop to production. We offer the preventa-
tive oil condition monitoring services you 
need to keep your equipment running 
leaner, longer.

Our services will protect your equipment, 
improve asset reliability, maximize operating 
profi ts and extend oil change intervals.

  Used oil analysis
  Wear particle analysis
  Fuel and coolant testing
   50+ standardized ASTM fl uid
analysis tests

   Lubrication program set-up 
and support

  Skilled on-site analyst
   ISO 9001:2000 certifi ed and 
ISO 17025:2005 accredited 
laboratory

Seeing what
MATTERS

Figure 5 - Loose couplings generate a harsher and less periodic ultra-
sonic signature than misaligned couplings.

Figure 4 - Ultrasonic signal from a misaligned coupling.

Figure 6 - Time signal of a chain drive.
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As a chain link moves over a 
sprocket, two things happen.  
Firstly, the chain link bends 
and secondly a tooth of the 
sprocket must slip though the 
link and make contact with 
the pin.  This is all going to 
introduce friction and, there-
fore, ultrasound, which will 
show impulses corresponding 
to each of these movements, 
with a degree of periodicity as 
the chain repeats its circuits 
(Figure 6, previous page).

Bearings

Certain bearing defects gen-
erate ultrasound.  Bearings 
which are open to the environ-
ment will generate ultrasound 
which will be transmitted into 
the same environment.  What 
sort of sounds can be expect-
ed?  The most obvious one is, 
of course, friction.  An incor-
rectly lubricated bearing will 
generate friction.  The sound 

of poor lubrication is a con-
stant crackling sound like 
something in a frying pan, 
and it looks like Figure 7. 
 
If a bearing has something 
worn or loose inside which 
is generating impacts inter-
nally, it is possible that these 
impacts will be audible in air-
borne ultrasound mode, and 
will look like Figure 8.
 
A loose bearing housing (or, 
similarly, soft foot on a mo-
tor) will generate a periodic 
impact as the foot lifts and 
falls.  This impact will pro-
duce an audible airborne ul-
trasound signal.  Figure 9 is 
an example where a loose 
bearing foot was identified 
by airborne ultrasound.  The 
bearing was tightened up and 
an additional measurement 
was taken to prove the effi-
cacy of the repair (Figure 10).
 

Figure 7 - Ultrasonic record of a poorly lubricated bearing.

Figure 8 - Note the impacts of an object inside the bearing.  
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The Future

One common misconception of ultrasound 
is that you need a 40kHz recording system 
– “normal vibration data collectors don’t 
have the bandwidth” is a typical comment. 
Of course, this is incorrect because it a mis-
understanding of the fact that the output to 
the headset of an ultrasound system is typi-
cally a signal of just 2kHz.

The last couple of years have seen a marked 
increase in the desire to record ultrasound 
signals for the purpose of more detailed, 
and advanced failure analysis.  Previous arti-
cles in this publication have highlighted the 
need to capture a signal using a high quality 
device.  For instance, one that captures high 
quality wave signals, not compressed MP3, 
and one that does not apply an autogain to 

the signal, thus corrupting the dynamics of 
the data for the purpose of analysis.

It is this ability to properly record and pro-
cess the audio signals which has allowed me 
to show the time signal graphs in this article.

Great care must still be taken if compara-
tive work is to be undertaken using record-
ing methods. Apart from the obvious need 
to maintain the same distance from the test 
subject, it should also be clear that there is 
a need to control the output level from the 
ultrasound instrument and the input gain of 
the recorder in order to produce compara-
tive data.

The future of ultrasound technology? Well, 
normally we would go with smaller, lighter, 
faster, or perhaps, more powerful, more 

sensitive.  These are all, to some extent, 
useful – especially the more sensitive idea 
when dealing with ever smaller leaks. But 
what about more objective? Is there a need 
for systems which measure? Which measure 
more precisely, with traceability? Systems 
which capture dynamic data as well as the 
dBμV value and process that signal as a sig-
nal rather than as a sound?  If ultrasound is 
to more fully deserve its rightful position as 
“the third technology” we must follow the 
lead of infrared and move from viewers, or 
hearers, to measurement devices. 

Conclusions

The wide range of applications of airborne 
ultrasound reviewed above should have pro-
voked some thoughts.  Hopefully you will 
now realize that walking around any plant 
with an airborne ultrasound detector will 
uncover lots of problems. 

Furthermore it should have raised the per-
haps disturbing realization that it is not nec-
essary to trend all defects. It is possible to 
find problems as part of an inspection, but 
not as part of a point-by-point measurement 
procedure.

Part 2 of this article will be in November’s issue 
and will deal with contact ultrasound applica-
tions – and there are plenty of those too!
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Figure 9 - Ultrasonic inspection confi rmed a loose bearing foot.

Figure 10 - Ultrasonic reading that validated the repair procedure. 
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new triax accelerometer has been developed specifically for route-based vibration data acquisition for 
industrial machinery condition monitoring.  The sensor incorporates a two-pole (two feet) integral 

magnet, so it can be placed on a curved surface.  When the new triax sensor is mounted on the curved 
surface of a machine, the bandwidths of all three sensors are sufficient to capture the mechanical 

vibration and limited stress wave activity taking place.  If the sensor is placed on a flat surface (mounting pad), 
the bandwidth of the z axis is sufficient to capture the stress wave activity that accompanies impact, fatigue 
and friction. 

When a two-channel data collector is employed, 
simultaneous two-channel data acquisition can be 
executed, such as z-axis mechanical vibration paired 
with z-axis stress wave analysis followed by x-axis 
paired with y-axis mechanical vibration.  Being able 
to acquire this amount of data simultaneously results 
in significant time savings for instrument technicians 
engaged in route-based vibration data collection and 
analysis. 

The triax sensor has reached all design goals, as dem-
onstrated in the laboratory.  Data has been acquired 
in the field with the triax sensor in the normal route 
mode of data acquisition and shown to be essentially 
the same as the same data acquired employing the 
single axis sensor.  However, the field experience has 
verified a time savings of around 30 percent. 

Limitations of a Single Axis

A single axis accelerometer mounted to a two-pole 
(two feet) magnet is the most common sensor em-
ployed in route-based collection of vibration data for 
condition monitoring of industrial machinery.  The 
magnet is easily attached to a curved surface (provid-
ing two-line contact), so minimal surface preparation 
is required at the measurement point.  This means of 
collecting vibration data provides meaningful results 
for the detection and trending of many mechanical 
faults occurring in the industrial environment. 

It is desirable to obtain machinery vibration data for 
the sensor oriented in the horizontal, vertical, and 
axial directions.  Additionally, the capture of the 
higher frequency stress wave activity (in at least one 
direction) is beneficial for detecting impacts, fatigue, 
and friction.  Mounting the sensor via a two-pole 
magnet on a curved surface limits the ability of the 
sensor to detect the higher frequency stress wave ac-
tivity introduced by friction due to the limited band-
width (~5 kHz) of the two-pole magnet.

If it is important to reliably detect friction at an early 
stage, the two-pole magnet should be replaced by a 
flat rare earth magnet requiring a smooth flat space, 
or a mounting pad.  However, this could mean three 
mounting pads at each bearing in order to make hori-
zontal, vertical, and axial measurements.  The incon-
venience of providing three mounting pads on each 
bearing, as well as time restraints, discourage the ac-
quisition of broadband (up to 15 20 kHz) data in the 
three directions. 

For those cases where it is important to reliably de-
tect friction activity (requiring broadband detection 
capability), data acquisition is generally restricted to 
one direction using a single axis sensor.  An alterna-
tive to the single axis sensor with flat magnet is the 
use of a conventional triaxial accelerometer, which 
also requires a special mounting pad or other surface 
preparation.  This method lacks the versatility of a 
two-pole or flat magnet, and, hence, is not widely 
used in route-based data acquisition programs. 

The triaxial accelerometer developed by Emerson 
specifically for route-based data acquisition has the 
versatility of the single axis accelerometer, without 
the limitations.  When the triaxial accelerometer is 
placed on a curved surface, the performance of the 
sensor in the z direction is approximately equivalent 
to the single axis accelerometer attached to a two-
pole magnet placed on the curved surface.  When the 
triaxial accelerometer is placed on a flat surface (such 
as a mounting pad), the performance of the sensor 
in the z direction is approximately equivalent to the 
single axis accelerometer attached to a flat surface 
(mounting pad). 

Development of the Emerson Triaxial 
Accelerometer

The design criteria for the triaxial accelerometer 
were: 

The 3 Dimensional Timesaver
A Triax Accelerometer for Route Based Vibration Analysis

by Dr. James C Robinson and Stan Sparkman

A
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   1.  Versatility of two-pole magnet 
        maintained.
   2.  Magnet be integral to sensor, thereby 
        avoiding sensor/magnet interface.
   3.  Sensing in the z (x-y is plane parallel to 
        feet) direction be flat within 3 dB up 
        to 10 kHz. 
  4.  Sensing in the z direction be responsive 
       up to 25 kHz for stress wave activity 
       with sensor mounted on flat surface, 
       such as a mounting pad. 
  5.  Sensing in horizontal (x-y) plane be flat 
       within 3 dB up to 4 kHz. 

A plan view of the triaxial sensor is pre-
sented in Figure 1.  The sensing element 

www.uptimemagazine.com 55

for the x direction is al-
ways parallel to the feet 
as shown along with the 
y-z sensing direction.  The 
two feet are broader than 
normal for a two-pole 
magnet used with a single 
axis sensor.  When placed 
on a mounting pad, the 
increased area (relative to 
typical two-pole magnet) 
of the feet on mounting 
pad provides sufficient 
holding force to provide 
the desired sensor band-
width in the z-direction. 

The frequency response 
sweep between 100 Hz 
and 50, 000 Hz for the tri-
axial accelerometer is presented 

in Figure 2.  The resonance for this sensor 
is around 24 kHz showing a peak around 
10 dB at resonance. There is a decrease in 
response in the proximity of 15 kHz.  The 
activity around the resonance varies some-
what between sensors, but the z-axis sen-
sor is within 3 dB at 10 kHz and remains 
responsive to 30 or so kHz.  This is a key 
point. 
 
A reference 50 kHz frequency response 
sweep for a single axis sensor on flat sur-
face is presented in Figure 3.  The response 
is similar to the z-direction sensor of the 
triaxial accelerometer in the 10 kHz to 30 
kHz range. 
 

To further evaluate the response of 
the triaxial accelerometer to stress 
wave activity over a frequency range 
of 6 to 25 kHz (where some impact-
ing and most friction generated 
stress wave activity are expected), a 
stack of piezo electric discs was at-
tached to the end of a massive steel 
table.  The piezo electric disc stack 
was excited by a reasonably high 
voltage periodic signal.  The driving 
periodic signal consisted of a sinu-
soidal signal gated on for 2 msec and 
then off for the remaining duration 
of the driving signal period (the rep-
etition rate was about 13 times per 
second). 

Sensors were placed on the top sur-
face of the metal table.  Two high 

frequency sensors were used as the refer-
ence sensors.  The single axis sensor was 
mounted to the table surface with a flat 
rare earth magnet.  Three integral magnet 
triaxial sensors to be evaluated were also 
attached to the table.

The PeakVue™ spectral data acquired from 
the reference sensor, single axis sensor, 
and a triaxial (z direction) sensor for the 
case when the excitation frequency was 
25 kHz are presented in Figure 4.  The 
PeakVue spectral response of these three 
sensors with a second triaxial sensor at 
multiple carrier frequencies is tabulated 
in Table 1 (following page).  The key ob-
servation is the z axis triaxial sensor.  This 
sensor is capable of detecting stress wave 

Figure 2 – Frequency response sweep between 
100 and 50,000 Hz for z-direction sensor in triax 

accelerometer

Figure 3 – Frequency response between 100 Hz 
and 50,000 Hz for a single axis accelerometer 

mounted on fl at surface

Figure 4 - PeakVue response of high 
frequency accelerometer, z-axis of 
triax accelerometer, and single axis 

accelerometer/fl at rare earth magnet to 
an impulse excitation of 25 kHz carrier 
gated on 2 msec with a periodic rate 

of 13 per second.
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Figure 1 - Plan view of the triax accelerom-
eter with x-axis direction always parallel to 

two-pole magnet feet.  
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activity beyond the 25 kHz range, which is sufficient to capture stress 
waves generated by impact, fatigue, and friction when mounted on a 
flat surface. 

Route Based Vibration Data Acquisition Using 
the Triaxial Sensor

This section presents comparative data which were acquired from a 
single axis accelerometer and from the triax accelerometer.  The first 
set of data is for trending parameters for single axis accelerometers 
mounted in the horizontal, vertical, and axial directions compared to 
the x-y-z sensors in the triax accelerometer.  The second set of data 
is for the z-direction sensor in axial direction over a six-month time 
span covering the detection of a BPFI fault in velocity spectral data 
and subsequent propagation of fault until bearing was replaced.  The 
third set of data is for an outer race defect (BPFO) detected employing 
PeakVue and single axis accelerometer.  The final set of data is for an 
outer race fault (fluting) on an exhaust fan using PeakVue data from 
the triax accelerometer. 
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Figure 5 – Velocity spectra data from z-axis sensor on pulverizer 
gearbox clearly indicating inner race bearing fault.

Carrier 
Frequency 

(kHz)

Reference 
Sensor 

(g’s RMS)

Triax 1
z-axis

(g’s RMS)

Triax 2
z-axis

(g’s RMS)

Single
axis

(g’s RMS)

6 0.025 0.01 0.01 0.01

10 0.034 0.03 0.02 0.015

15 0.054 0.05 0.04 0.02

20 0.15 0.20 0.08 0.05

25 0.22 0.20 0.18 0.20

Table 1 -  PeakVue Spectral g’s for multiple  sensors with 
multiple carrier frequencies.
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Comparison of Trending Parameters

A motor/pump machine was chosen for the 
enclosed trending parameter comparison 
(single axis versus triax accelerometer).  
The parameter trended is the velocity over-

all, 1x, 2x and 3-8x RMS values.  The single 
axis data acquisition required sensor place-
ment at three different spots, whereas 
the triax required sensor placement at a 
single location.  The single axis data was 
acquired on June 8, 2007, and the triax 
data was acquired on July 7, 2007.  Both 
sensors were placed on curved surfaces 
for data acquisition.  The acquired trend 
parameters are tabulated in Table 1.  
There is very little difference in the two 
data sets.

Inner Race Detected and Trended 
with Triax

The velocity spectral data from the z sen-
sor of the triax sensor placed on a curved 
surface of a pulverizer gearbox are pre-
sented in Figure 5, clearly showing an in-
ner race fault.  The velocity spectral data 
acquired over a six-month period from the 
same triax sensor mounted on the curved 
surface are presented in Figure 6.  The 
defect, which was first observed in the 
December 14, 2007 data, increased in se-
verity through the January 17, 2008 data 
set, after which the bearing was replaced.  
Figure 7 is a photo of the inner race from 
the removed bearing, showing significant 
damage.

Figure 6 – Water fall velocity spectral data from z-axis sensor on pulverizer 
gearbox over 6-month period with inner race fault present between Dec 14, 

2007 and Jan 17, 2008, when bearing was replaced.

 

Figure 7 - The defective inner race from 
bearing removed from pulverizer gearbox 

following January 17, 2008 data set 
in Figure 6.

Figure 8 - BPFO fault detected Aug 2, 2007 with PeakVue from a single 
axis accelerometer. 

Note slight amplitude modulation at tuning speed.
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Outer Race Defect and PeakVue

An outer race defect detected on August 
2, 2007 employing PeakVue from a single 
axis accelerometer mounted on the pul-
verizer exhaust fan is presented in Figure 
8 (previous page).  On October 22, 2007, 
PeakVue spectra from a triax sensor on 
this same exhaust fan (Figure 9) indicate 
the outer race defect, but with less am-
plitude at the defect frequency.  The 1-x 
component has grown slightly, and there 
is obvious side banding (amplitude modu-
lation) of the BPFO fault activity with the 
running speed, suggesting that possible 
unbalance may be increasing. 

PeakVue Trend and Spectra around 
Bearing Replacement

PeakVue spectra from the z sensor in the 
triax accelerometer from the pulverizer 
exhaust fan clearly shows the BPFO fault 
(Figure 10).  The peak g level trend data 
from the PeakVue waveform over a five+ 
month period is presented in Figure 11.  

Figure 9 - BPFO at same acquisition point of Figure 8 using the triax z-axis 
accelerometer on October 22, 2007.  Note amplitude modulation has 

increased slightly relative to data in Figure 8. 
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After the bearing was replaced about 
March 4, 2008, a significant decrease in 
the peak g-level amplitude is apparent.  A 
photo of the defective bearing (showing 
fluting) is presented in Figure 12.

Conclusions

The primary objective in the development 
of the triax sensor was to have an equiva-
lent sensor in the z (typically in vertical) 
direction to the commonly used single 
axis accelerometer when on a curved 
surface.  Additionally, the x-y sensors can 

be used where x generally is axial and y 
is horizontal (assuming z is vertical).  The 
triax sensor proved to meet the design 
objectives in the laboratory followed by 
successful application in the field.  If the 
triax sensor is placed on a smooth flat 
magnetic surface, the bandwidth of the 
z sensor is increased to the 25 30 kHz 
range, which is adequate for high fre-
quency stress wave activity accompanying 
friction, fatigue, and fluting.  Use of the 
triax sensor in the route mode of data col-
lection in the field has reduced collection 
times by an average of 30 percent. 

Disclaimer: TVA’s participation in this 
study does not imply TVA endorsement of 
the product. 

James C Robinson is Senior Technical 
Advisor in the Engineering Group for Em-
erson Process Management in Knoxville, 
TN. He has had many years experience in 
the design and development of vibration 
monitoring equipment and analysis meth-
odologies used for condition monitoring.

Stan Sparkman is a Predictive Mainte-
nance Technician (Level III) with the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority’s Electric Utility 
at the Gallatin Power Plant in Gallatin, 
Tennessee.  He is responsible for the pe-
riodic vibration data collection, database 
management and equipment analysis of 
the essential and critical equipment at 
Gallatin.

Figure 12- Defective bearing (fl uting) from 
pulverizer exhaust fan where data pre-

sented in Figs. 10 and 11 were acquired.

Figure 11 - Peak g-level PeakVue trend data from z-axis sen-
sor over 5.5 month period from same measurement point from 

which PeakVue spectra data in Figure 10 acquired.Figure 10 - z-axis PeakVue data from pulverizer exhaust fan
on February 13, 2008 showing an outer race defect.

Overall 1X 2X 3-8X
Triax* Single 

Axis
Triax* Single 

Axis‡
Triax* Single 

Axis‡
Triax* Single 

Axis‡

MOH (z) 0.102 0.107 0.077 0.077 0.063 0.069 0.024 0.024

MOV (x) 0.030 0.029 0.028 0.026 0.007 0.0090 0.0076 0.0076

MOA (y) 0.065 0.060 0.056 0.045 0.032 0.027 0.0030 0.0036

MIH (z) 0.112 0.126 0.091 0.103 0.056 0.061 0.035 0.038

MIV (x) 0.054 0.052 0.047 0.046 0.024 0.022 0.011 0.011

MIA (y) 0.072 0.070 0.047 0.047 0.054 0.039 0.0047 0.021

PIH (z) 0.207 0.200 0.200 0.193 0.0073 0.010 0.054 0.043

PIV (x) 0.112 0.097 0.063 0.080 0.013 0.010 0.091 0.038

PIA (y) 0.121 0.093 0.104 0.064 0.0072 0.013 0.042 0.042

POH (z) 0.123 0.153 0.120 0.148 0.012 0.013 0.022 0.021

POV (x) 0.128 0.153 0.124 0.130 0.013 0.012 0.028 0.024

POA (y) 0.083 0.096 0.078 0.086 0.0059 0.0065 0.025 0.015

Table 2 - Comparative trend data between three single axis readings 
and triax readings.

* - Triax data acquired on 7/17/07. Units (ips)   ‡ - Singular data acquired on 6/8/07. Units (ips)
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Who came up with the idea, and how fast was the process of going 
form idea to a finished product?

LE was introduced to the patent holder of the clear grease tubes 
(Kany Innovations, Mike Cline) in December of 2008.  Our align-
ment of our joint business perspectives happened immediately 
from the first phone call.  Lubrication Engineers and Kany both saw 
this as an exciting opportunity to solve a real problem for custom-
ers, especially those investing in the lubricant reliability journey.  
From our initial business alignment to product launch we were able 
to release to the market in only three months.

What are the advantages of using a clear grease gun vs the old-
school metal gun?

june/july 200960

upgrade Spotlighting Editor’s picks of hot products & services in the industry.

Clearing the Confusion

A clear grease gun?  It sounds so simple, why didn’t anyone think 
of it sooner?

Some of the simplest ideas are always overlooked.  Some of the 
best ideas are ahead of their time in the market place.  Today we 
have a product that is simple and provides immediate value to an 
organization by virtually allowing the elimination of misapplication 
of greases.  Why, because you can see what you are putting into 
the machine and verify that the grease is correct for the applica-
tion.  Almost makes the old stand by grease gun obsolete.  

There is no question that cross contamination during grease appli-
cation is a major problem across industries.  It leads to unnecessary 
failures and downtime, both of which cost companies money. 

A clear grease gun.  Wow!  It makes perfect sense once you 
think about it.   So why didn’t somebody think about it until 
now?  Nobody really knows, but now that they are here, 
companies can experience the simple solution to grease 
worries.  These patented clear grease tubes allow users 
to have 100% visual grease identification, there-
fore avoiding costly grease cross contamination 
errors.  Other grease guns on the market do 
not allow the grease to be seen, which means 
that proper grease identification is not possi-
ble.  The clear grease tubes provide a simple, 
cost effective reliability solution to eliminat-
ing grease misapplication mistakes.

Lubrication Engineers is the global dis-
tributor of Clear Grease Guns. We talked 
to their Marketing Manager, Paul Grimes, 
who as an 18-year veteran of the industry, 
and former Six Sigma Black Belt & Contin-
uous Improvement Leader, knows a thing 
or two about improving industrial processes.  
Here is what Paul had to say...

Simple is always better.  And solutions really don’t come any simpler than this one.  Imagine 
eliminating virtually any chance of cross contamination in all of your grease applications.  The 
solution is as simple as switching the type of grease gun you use.  That’s it.

The clear tubes and colored 
end caps allow for 100% visual 
identifi cation of what grease 

is being applied.
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grease guns.  The other facility that 
really stands out is the APS Redhawk 
power plant in Arlington, AZ.  The 
reason they come to mind is because 
of the way they made the conversion 
to our grease guns.  The maintenance 
foreman actually saw one of our ads 
and brought it to the attention of the 
mechanics as part of their continuous 
improvement process.  They all agreed 
the guns could completely eliminate 
the opportunities for cross contamina-
tion, and after implementing are even 
more convinced of their usefulness.  

They think that anyone using more than one 
kind of grease should use this product.

Have you met any resistance from lubrica-
tors that would be using the clear grease 
guns?

The early response has been phenomenal!  
Customers see this product as an easy way 
to truly solve a problem.  It is cost affordable 
and an easy first step on the road to long 

term lubrication reliability.  Customers 
can modernize older grease guns by 
purchasing just the colored grease gun 
tubes or customers can replace these 
older grease guns and upgrade by pur-
chasing the entire LE grease gun kit, 
which includes both the gun and the 
clear grease gun tube.  The cost of 
the product far outweighs the nega-
tive cost implications that grease mis-
application provides in an operational 

setting.

How can interested people get more 
information about your clear grease 

guns?

We are easy to contact by either calling 
us toll free at (800) 537-7683, e-mailing 
us at webleads@LE-INC.COM or visit-
ing our website at www.cleargrease-

guns.com

And I would just like to add that at 
Lubrication Engineers, we are focused 
on providing lubrication reliability so-
lutions.  The clear grease gun is one 
tool in our reliability arsenal that helps 

our customers create and capture value 
with reliability based benefits.

www.uptimemagazine.com 61

upgrade
Again the concept is simple!  Today’s 
grease guns have barrels that an op-
erator cannot see through.  Someone 
may load the gun with a particular 
grease but once they put the gun 
down and another operator takes it 
to the floor, do they assume or do 
they verify what grease is inside?  The 
clear grease gun allows any operator 
to see the grease whether it is a tube 
of grease in the packaging or grease 
that has been bulked filled.  Seeing 
the grease means visual identification 
for the operator, but that is not the 
end to the story. LE wanted customers to 
not only visual identify but to positively ver-
ify.  Positive verification takes the product 
to another a whole new level.  

Each Clear Grease Gun Tube comes with 
colored end caps already assembled onto 
each tube.  The colored end caps come in a 
variety of colors.    The color end caps allow 
the end user to create an additional positive 
form of identification.

Customers purchasing the clear grease tube 
and grease gun kit will also get an addition-
al form of color identification.  Included in 
each box will be a sheet of colored marking 
decals.  The decals will allow the operator 
to mark the tube with yet another form of 
positive color identification.

We wanted to allow customers the oppor-
tunity to establish and follow best lubricant 
reliability practices by providing them flex-
ibility in how the tubes are colored mapped 
throughout the lubricant management pro-
cess.

OK, but how can a clear grease gun be tough 
enough to stand up to a tough industrial en-
vironment?

The product is made of high impact poly-
carbonate, drop it and it bounces.  The end 
caps are made out of T 6061 aircraft alumi-
num.  The polycarbonate tubes were specif-
ically designed to withstand the day-to-day 
abuse standard grease guns are subject to 
in the industrial market.

What are the three top reasons a company 
should consider switching to clear grease 
guns?

1.  Eliminate cross contamination of 
     greases in normal and critical bearing 
     applications.

2.  Eliminate the opportunities for staff to 
     apply the wrong grease in any of the 
     equipment.

3.  Eliminate costly equipment failures 
     due to the wrong grease being applied 
     or mixed.

4.  Eliminate unscheduled downtime due 
     to the wrong grease being applied 
     or mixed.

I know....that was four, but I couldn’t stop 
at three.  They are all very important, and 
quite simple to accomplish.

Please give us a success story 
or two from companies that 
are currently using clear 
grease guns. 

Easy, this product is already 
in use with the U.S. Naval 
Center and, of course, 
several companies that 
have implemented the 
clear grease gun solu-
tion as well.  All of them 
are very happy with it.  
Two that immediately 
come to mind are Car-
gill Regional Beef in 
Milwaukee which says 
that they had quite 
a significant drop in 
cross contamination in-
cidents after introducing the clear 

Clear Grease Guns are made of high impact 
polycarbonate and aircraft aluminum.
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Walgreens is the nation's largest drugstore chain in sales and
technology use. The company's strategy is to be the most
convenient healthcare provider in the U.S. Sales for fiscal
2008 reached $59 billion, from more than 6,500 stores
located in 49 states and Puerto Rico. With 500 store openings
this year, Walgreens plans to have 7,000 stores by 2010.

Walgreens Distribution Centers has developed a reputation for
finding the newest, most efficient and innovative ways to move
merchandise, and we are currently seeking dynamic, qualified
MAINTENANCE MANAGERS and MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIANS for 19 locations in our state-of-the-art
Distribution Centers across the country. 

For more information, visit: www.walgreens.jobs, and click
on the "Distribution Centers" link.
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Cooper Crouse-Hinds Announces EV LED Lighting Technology 
New product provides superior energy effi  ciency & product life

Cooper Crouse-Hinds introduces its EV LED luminaire, the industry’s fi rst 
bright white, Class I, Division 1 factory-sealed LED luminaire for general il-
lumination.  Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) are solid-state semi-conductor 
devices that convert nearly all the electrical energy directly into vis-
i b l e light.  Expected operating life on an LED typically ranges 

from 50,000 hours to more than 100,000 hours, which is a 
signifi cant upgrade over traditional light sources.  LEDs 

also off er better lumen maintenance and optical ef-
fi ciency, which leads to greater energy effi  ciency. 
Additionally, LED lighting has an advantage over 
conventional light sources because it dramatically 

reduces the overall cost of ownership.  For more 
info, visit www.crouse-hinds.com.

August 27—28, 2009
Moody Gardens Hotel   Galveston, TX

Houston Chapter of SMRP
2009 Maintenance & Reliability

Symposium

MaRS RULES

Technical Presentations by speakers from
   major industries following the 5 pillars of SMRP

Great opportunities for learning & networking
Nearby for the TX,  LA industrial areas
Low cost

•

•
•
•
For information or to register visit: www.smrphouston.org

Improv ing Product iv i ty
The Road to Recovery

ROTALIGN® ULTRA now features a larger full color TFT display read-
able in sunlight with a faster processor, new user 
interface and enhanced graphics.  As 
always, achieve alignment results in 
3 easy steps:  Dimensions  -  Measure 
-  Results.  Enjoy wireless communi-
cation, standard, vector and user-
editable tolerances, Soft Foot Wizard, 
Standard Deviation and much more! 

http://www.ludeca.com

LUDECA, INC.              305-591-8935
ALIGNMENT * VIBRATION * BALANCING             info@ludeca.com

Rotalign ULTRA – Highest standards in machinery laser alignment

Panasonic Computer Solutions Company has announced its fully-rugged ultra-mo-
bile PC, Toughbook U1, has been recognized by Frost & Sullivan as recipient of the 
2009 Global Market Engineering Award for Product Innovation.  This award is pre-
sented each year to the company that has demonstrated excellence in new prod-
ucts and technologies within their industry.  

The Toughbook U1 is the fi rst ultra mobile PC to integrate the low power Intel Atom 
processor in a rugged handheld computer, making it an ideal device for mobile 
workers.  Field workers are now able to connect to critical information and appli-
cations in real time, thus improving organizational 
effi  ciency, increasing information accuracy and en-
abling fi eld-based decision-making.  The Toughbook 
U1 is a 2.3-pound ultra-mobile computer with a 5.6” 
daylight viewable touch screen display, 32GB SSD 
and 9 hours of battery life.

For more info on mobile computing solutions,  
www.panasonic.com/toughbook.

 

The Economic Report Features SMRP

As an M & R professional, you already know that a solid M&R plan saves 
companies money and downtime, but to some people, this is a novel idea.   
SMRP is working for you to help get the word out and promote the M & R 
profession.  The Economic Report is a fi ve-minute segment in which SMRP 
leaders explain how a maintenance plan is good for business.  This report 
will air across the nation this summer. 

Visit our website to read the full story, watch the fi ve-minute segment, 
and download a schedule of viewing times. 

The schedule be updated as SMRP receives information, so don’t forget to 
check back in regularly.  You will be notifi ed when it airs in your region.
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FluidScan Monitor Wins 2008 Great Ideas Compe-
tition Award at DoD Maintenance Sym-

posium

 QinetiQ North America announced that 
its FluidScan™ monitor has won the 2008 

Great Ideas Competition Award presented 
annually by the Society of Automotive Engineers 

(SAE) at the Department of Defense (DoD) Mainte-
nance Symposium.  The FluidScan monitor can be used 

to quickly check the condition of lubricants such as hydraulic fl uid, engine oil, 
turbine engine oil for contamination.  Current practices require maintenance 
crews to extract fl uid samples and send them to remote or centralized labora-
tories for testing to determine whether or not maintenance is required. 

Spectro, Inc.     978-486-0123  
info@spectroinc.com   www.spectroinc.com

Toolmex Stocks New Charlotte, NC Warehouse

Toolmex Corporation has expanded its motor warehouse facilities in the south-
ern United States to include a new Charlotte, NC location.  This latest expansion 
from Toolmex will support local customers with the full line of Elektrim® and Elek-
trimax® AC TEFC motors.  The new centrally located facility is easily accessed from 
I-85 near the I-77 juncture, and local customers will now have access to same day 
service for pickups, 8:00AM - 4:30PM EST Monday thru Friday, or next day delivery 
on all in-stock Elektrim and Elektrimax motors.  

The Elektrim line includes 1-500HP High Performance Design “C” & “B” motors, 
25-500HP Crusher Series motors, 0.08-150 HP Metric (IEC) motors, 1-30 HP Brake 
motors and 1-30HP JM/JP Pump motors.  The Elektrimax line includes 1-250HP 
General Purpose motors, 1/3-3 HP 56C Frame motors, 1/3-30 HP Stainless Steel 
motors, 1-300 HP Explosion Proof motors and 3-100 HP Design D motors.
 

For more info      www.toolmex.com      800-992-4766

NC State University announces simulation 
classes in Lean Six Sigma training program 
that include new software by Simio.  Attendees 
learn process simulation without the burden of 
low-level programming.

“The class is designed for those who want to learn 
process simulation for making decisions or conduct-
ing process improvement projects, without being 
burdened with low-level programming,” says Jeff rey 
A. Joines, Associate Professor in the Textile Engineer-
ing, Chemistry, and Science Department at NC State 
University.  Dr. Joines continues, “The idea is that Si-
mio software is easy for non-experienced simulation users to use to build process 
simulation models that aid in process improvement projects.”

Classes will be of interest to operations managers in industries such as health 
care, defense, national security, mining, shipping, airports, supply chain and 
manufacturing.  Simulation software is used to help minimize the risk of capital 
investments and clarify lean operation initiatives.  This class is part of the North 
Carolina State University Lean Six Sigma Master Black Belt program, but attendees 
are not required to be part of the Six Sigma program, nor will it impact students’ 
ability in the class. 

NC State University, voted one the top fi ve universities for its value, off ers continu-
ing education credits (CES) for attendance.  Instruction is provided by Steve Rob-
erts (Professor of Industrial and Systems Engineering) and Jeff  Joines (Associate 
Professor of Textile Engineering).  According to Dr. Roberts, “We have world class 
facilities and instructors with years of experience in building simulation models 
for various industries.”  

For more info        Jeff Joines@ncsu.edu

Individuals interested in attending are invited to evaluate the Simio software in ad-
vance by visiting:   http://hs.simio.biz/free-software-registration/?source=sim103

New True UV-A LED Flashlight 
for NDT!

Spectronics Corporation has un-
veiled the powerful  Spectroline®  
OPTIMAX™ 365 — a cordless, re-
chargeable true UV-A (365 nm) LED 
fl ashlight that is ideal for nondestructive testing applications such as MPI, FPI 
and general fl uorescent inspection.  The OPTIMAX 365 utilizes ultra-hi-fl ux LED 
technology to produce a nominal steady-state UV-A intensity of 18,000 μW/cm2 
at a distance of 15” (38 cm).  Powered by a rechargeable NiMH battery, it pro-
vides 90 minutes of continuous use between charges.  The LED lifetime is 30,000 
hours.  It comes with UV-absorbing spectacles, a belt holster and smart AC and 
DC battery chargers, all conveniently packed in a padded carrying case.  

Spectroline® OPTIMAX™ 365           www.spectroline.com 
In U.S./Canada 800-274-8888    Outside U.S./Canada, call 516-333-4840

New Low-Foaming Multan Bio-Resistant Metal Removal Lubricants

Henkel Corporation has introduced two new water-
soluble Multan metal removal lubricants formulated 
to generate minimal foam and be used continuously 
for years with minimal biological degradation.  Exces-
sive foam, common when traditional metal cutting 
fl uids are used, causes lubricant overfl ow and waste 
while bacteria growth generates odors, degrades the 
lubricant, and can cause operator health and safety 
concerns.  Both Multan B 236 and B 414 are semi-syn-

thetic metal removal fl uids for machining and grinding ferrous and non-ferrous 
alloys.  These lubricants are designed for applications where soft water or process 
requirements make foam control diffi  cult.  

More Info:   248-583-9300    henkel.metalworking@us.henkel.com 
http://www.henkelna.com/multan.

Emerson Expands Smart Wireless Field Starter Kit to Increase Range 
of Applications for Plant Improvement

Emerson Process Management has added dis-
crete switches as well as vibration and pH trans-
mitters to the already wide range of compo-
nents available in its Smart Wireless fi eld starter 
kit.  Currently deployed in hundreds of installa-
tions across industries and world regions, the 
kit enables users to choose from a wide range 
of functions, to realize fast and easy operations improvement, while experiencing 
wireless technology as a basis for future innovation and advantages.  Complete 
use of standard WirelessHART™ technology further enhances user fl exibility.

For reference and application info - www.EmersonProcess.com/smartwireless  
For brief wireless product videos  -  www.EmersonSmartWireless.com/Videos

Orderable online  - www.EmersonSmartWireless.com/FieldKit
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 New!  Uptime® Magazine has teamed with MRO-Zone.com 
to make it even easier to fi nd the products, software, 

training and services you want.
 

Simply visit 

http://shopper.mro-zone.com 

to request information about all the great strategies, techniques and technologies featured 
in each issue of Uptime Magazine.

 

You can also fi nd a comprehensive maintenance and reliability community calendar of conferences, 
training courses, workshop and seminars aswell. 

It’s the newest and easiest way to fi nd what exactly you need. 
Try It Today!

Uptime + MRO-Zone.com = Reliability Solutions
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You have more on your to-do list than ever … and 
probably have less to do it with. Des-Case products 
get it done – without a big investment.

Our breathers and fluid handling products will help you 
stretch your budget, lengthen the life of your oil, and 
protect your equipment.

Want to see for yourself?  To get started with a free
breather, visit www.descase.com/done.

(615) 672-8800

done@descase.com

www.descase.com

What you need to get 
reliability done.
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Sa
ve

tim
e, save money, stay safe with

IRISS!

See What You’ve Been Missing!

www.iriss.com

©2009 IRISS Inc. All rights reserved.

IRISS
Industrial Grade 

Infrared Windows 

I was asked to do more, with less 
budget dollars. My solution is one 
that will allow us to monitor more 

equipment, even equipment we could 
never inspect previously.  The 
inspections will be safer, make 

NFPA70E compliance easier, and do 
it all while driving efficiencies into 
programs and reducing costs to the 

point where the IRISS Infrared 
Inspection Windows pay for them-

selves almost instantly. I am actually 
saving budget dollars while 

monitoring more equipment, more 
efficiently, and more accurately 

than ever before! 
In short, doing more with less.

Call  IRISS
+1 941-907-9128
US 877-404-7477

Decrease costs
Monitor more 
Make inspections safer

 Read 10 Things You 
    Need to Know About 
    Infrared Windows

     Implement 70E
      work practices
  Increase uptime

Visit our website to get your copy of the  “10 Things You Need to 
Know About Infrared Windows”    www.iriss.com/10Things-IRwindows
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